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	Human sexuality is not simply imposed by instinct or stereotypical 	conducts, as it happens in animals, but it is influenced both by superior 	mental activity and by social, cultural, educational and normative 	characteristics of those places where the subjects grow up and their 	personality develops. Consequently, the analysis of sexual sphere must 	be based on the convergence of several lines of development such as 	affectivity, emotions and relations.
		- Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus (1972)

	 As many scholars have pointed out, the Middle Ages did not have an equivalent word for our term ‘sexuality.’​[1]​ In Christian moral literature, issues that would now be subsumed under the rubrics of sexuality often occurred within discussions of ‘lechery’ or luxuria, one of the seven deadly sins. The most common means of explaining the sin of lechery to the laity in the Middle Ages was to provide a list of forbidden sexual acts and relationships. Many later medieval materials associated with the practice of confession, however, went much further and described a host of thoughts and activities that could transpire before any sexual act was committed. In the later Middle Ages just as today, the borderline between acceptable and unacceptable sexual behavior was not always clear. This was (and is) especially true for those thoughts and actions occurring before or without a sex act. As any sex outside of marriage – and even many within – would have been considered sinful by the medieval church, the unacceptability of the sexual acts themselves was not in question. Interactions and thoughts that pertain to sexuality and temptation, but are not sex proper, have usually posed a greater problem of interpretation.  
	In late medieval manuals of religious instruction, whether meant as guides for preachers or directly disseminated to the laity, the sense of sexual sin before or without a sexual act is in some ways ambiguous. There is definite progression into sin, but when a thought or activity becomes a sin, and when it becomes a more serious sin, is not always clear. The sense that there is a sequence of events leading to the sin of lechery, however, provides a useful basis for trying to determine where sin begins. The various progressions into lechery include both external and internal elements, but by and large recent scholarship has neglected the former in preference to the latter.​[2]​ One premise of this paper is that the current picture of the sense of sin in lechery before fornication in these manuals is largely incomplete. Internal desire is too often detached from external influence and interaction, and other types of sources that might elucidate an understanding of these environmental factors are rarely engaged. Much scholarship that tries to establish a medieval sense of ‘self’ in these sources sees it as purely an internal, desiring self, detached from the community around it.
	A self, however, is constituted not only by inner thoughts and feelings, but also by its relationship to the outside world. As Charles Taylor suggests, “one cannot be a self on one’s own,” but must be understood by one’s relation to others:
	A self exists only within what I call ‘webs of interlocution’. It is this original situation 	which gives its sense to our concept of ‘identity’, offering an answer to the question 	of who I am through a definition of where I am speaking from and to whom.​[3]​
This paper intends, in a small way, to amend the dearth of contextualization by reexamining what a selection of late medieval religious manuals with a message for the laity actually say about lechery anterior to – or without – a sex act, and by doing so put into a broader perspective the interior self in relation to its external environment.​[4]​
Previous scholarship
	In the first volume of The history of sexuality, Foucault traces our modern compulsion to talk about ourselves as sexual subjects as having its roots in the medieval discourse of confession. He claims that the necessity of searching inside oneself for the truth of one’s feelings and desires stemmed from the Fourth Lateran Council’s injunction for everyone to confess.​[5]​ This was the beginning of a tendency:
	to make the flesh into the root of all evil, shifting the most important moment of 	transgression from the act itself to the stirrings – so difficult to perceive and formulate – 	of desire.​[6]​
Foucault’s observations about confession – of sexual sins in particular – has spurred an enormous amount of scholarship on medieval sexuality, confession and the literature surrounding the practice of confession. In particular, his view of confession in the Middle Ages as the beginning of a sexual self-awareness and development of the ‘sexual subject’ has yielded some important points of inquiry for our understanding of medieval conceptions of the self.​[7]​
	Often citing the influence of Foucault, scholars have examined confession through the lens of church authority, with the church as the propagator and beneficiary of the laity’s subjectification. This focus on confession as an instrument of truth-production requiring the penitent to submit his or her innermost thoughts to a confessor – and by extension the power apparatus of the church – has served at once to illuminate and obscure the practice and its associated textual legacy.​[8]​ As Foucault observed, the vast amount of literature that sprang up around the practice of confession placed a new emphasis on exploring not just sex acts but the thoughts and emotions that precede them. The discourse of desire that originated in the monasteries was disseminated to the laity in the later Middle Ages, and this could perhaps rightly be seen as a sea-change in the search for sexual self-knowledge amongst the general population.​[9]​
	 Even before Foucault brought attention to the penitent as subject, Thomas Tentler had accentuated confession as the means by which the church asserted its authority over the laity. Tentler uses sociological constructs to describe the ‘function’ of sacramental confession, and his greatest interest also lay in the treatment of sexual sins in the literature surrounding the practice of confession. For Tentler, sexual ethics constitute the clearest means of the clergy asserting dominance over the laity:
	The subordination of married laity to celibate clergy is reinforced in many ways by 	sacramental confession’s sexual ethic, one of which is in the extreme ease of committing 	sins of lust. The casuistry of sins of desire, when applied to sexual impulses, provides 	opportunities for the imputation of guilt that none of the other deadly vices can match. 	That guilt must be cured by the absolution of priestly confessors.​[10]​
Tentler even suggests that the assertion of control of a celibate clergy over a married laity could be compared to class conflict.​[11]​ He admits that the later ideals of the Reformation influenced his treatment of medieval confession, but still attests that his interpretation of the sacrament also demonstrates its positive functions – though its primary function was the creation and subsequent consolation of guilt as the ultimate mechanism of social control.​[12]​ Jean Delumeau accepts the views of Foucault and Tentler and expands them, claiming that the literature surrounding the sacrament of confession was “guilt-producing propaganda” that both solidified church authority over a subjectified laity and created a “guilt culture” that came to define self-awareness in the West.​[13]​
	Other scholars have taken a more nuanced approach. Mark Miller sees these kinds of penitential texts as particularly suited to study of ‘the history of subjectivity,’ due to the “central role they played in the relationship between the church’s spiritual, ethical, and juridical authority and the everyday conduct and experience of medieval people.”​[14]​ Nevertheless, Miller draws a line between the subjectivity Foucault and Delumeau find in the literature of confession (and by implication practice), and his own project of highlighting the agency of the moral actor in these discourses:
	An interest in the history of subjectivity, after all, implies among other things an interest 	in the interiority of the person: an interest, that is, not only in the subject’s construction in 	a nexus of intersecting discourses, institutions, and power relations, but in what it is like 	to be one so constructed, to have that kind of life to lead.​[15]​
The focus on subjectivity, in Miller’s view, has wrongly suggested that there could be “a clear binary contrast between activity and passivity, between being an agent who wields authority and power and being a subject who merely undergoes them.”​[16]​ The implication that a subject sees him- or herself through someone else’s narrative, while an agent has the possibility to create his or her own narrative is a slippery distinction indeed. This distinction is difficult to make for a variety of reasons, not least of which that any given human is not likely to be wholly subject to the narrative of another, nor entirely independent. 
	Another reason that the focus on the medieval self only as ‘subject’ is dangerous, however, is that it tends to produce a picture of medieval society as homogenous. Medievalists have recently responded forcefully to an influential narrative that paints the self of the Middle Ages as merely a receptor or conduit of church teaching.​[17]​ Ironically, the scholarship on medieval confession and sexuality before fornication, by focusing on interior desire to the neglect of external relations, has furthered the notion of medieval subjects as somehow lacking a perspective of their own subjectivity. This substantiates a belief held among many scholars that a new type of ‘humanist subject’ - self-aware and distinct from its environment – emerged only after the Middle Ages. Medieval people, by this estimation, did not perceive themselves as individuals with distinct notions of interiority and exteriority. This perspective is decidedly flawed.​[18]​  As Lee Patterson finds, “the dialectic between an inward subjectivity and an external world that alienates it from both itself and its divine source provide the fundamental economy of the medieval idea of selfhood.”​[19]​ The confessional sources examined in this paper may not provide a sense of the complexity of medieval selfhood as clearly as the variety of more ‘literary’ examples that Patterson provides.​[20]​ Nevertheless, they still demonstrate a continual awareness of this dialectic between the interior self and its external environment.
	The traditions from which these sources sprang attest to this dialectic. If the teaching associated with the necessity to confess urged introspection to examine where one had sinned, one of the primary means for conveying the sense of sin was through the seven deadly sins scheme. John Bossy argues that the seven deadly sins are the product of the New Testament’s dual ‘commandments’: to love God and to love one’s neighbor. He sees the scheme’s popularity as based in the latter command, which often even outweighed the former in importance, as appropriate to the social climate of the later Middle Ages until about 1400.​[21]​ For Bossy, the seven deadly sins “taught fairly effectively a social or community ethics.”​[22]​ Judith Shaw also recognizes a “tendency toward defining the vices in terms of social abuses” as typical of both manuals meant for preachers and those intended to instruct the lay public directly.​[23]​ This tendency is certainly apparent in the sources examined for this paper, which often advise against sin as something that hurts not just the person committing it, but others as well. These dual and intertwined traditions of confession and the seven sins in themselves produced a dialectic between self and community. It is to this background of these traditions that we now turn.
Historical background
	The decrees of the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215 had far-reaching consequences for preaching and confession. According to its famous Omnis utriusque sextus decree, every Christian, under the threat of minor excommunication, had to confess their sins, perform penance, receive absolution and partake of the Eucharist at least once a year.​[24]​ In order to properly confess, Christians had to possess both correct belief and good morals. This required a basic familiarity with such doctrine as the Creeds, the Ten Commandments, and the vices and virtues.​[25]​ The Church recognized that much training was required for the clergy – and ultimately the laity – to be able to fulfill this requirement. This dual emphasis on the art of preaching and the necessity of the laity to confess at least once annually led to an explosion in the popularity of preaching aids, as well as numerous handbooks and confessional materials for the pious reading laity.​[26]​
	What began as juridical directives to combat ignorance and vice within the Church – both with the formulations of the Fourth Lateran Council and, slightly later and especially pronounced in northern France and England, synodal legislation extending the statutes on confession and teaching requirements – was furthered by the vast quantity of pastoral materials produced  by the mendicant orders.​[27]​ The mendicants helped reinvigorate preaching and spur book production, both on the continent and slightly later, in the British Isles (the Dominicans arrived in Britain in 1221; the Franciscans in 1224).  They organized training for preachers that was systematic and provided them with the materials to fulfill their pastoral duties.​[28]​ The myriad materials that were developed to aid preachers varied widely in structure, from florilegia to model sermons to treatises on the vices and virtues, both simple and elaborate. They drew inspiration not only from Scripture and the Church Fathers, but also a variety of other sources, including the pagan classics.​[29]​  The primary function of treatises on vices and virtues was providing guidelines for moral self-examination in preparation for confession. These treatises were originally developed for preachers and only filtered to the laity through sermons; later, the demand grew for materials to be read directly by parishioners.​[30]​
	We have ample evidence that the teaching envisaged by the Fourth Lateran Council did reach the laity. Besides the sheer volume of the surviving materials, different writers of the time remarked on the knowledge that the laity possessed. When criticizing the value of theological teaching to preachers, Roger Bacon suggested that basic tenets of the faith, such as the understanding of what sins one had committed within the framework of the seven deadly sins and knowledge about heaven, hell and purgatory would have already been known even by peasants and little old ladies.​[31]​ The seven deadly sins was by far the most popular thematic configuration in pastoral texts, with even the Ten Commandments taking a distant second place. Petty Bange suggests that this is because, as a basic tenet of faith, most Christians would have heard the Decalogue repeated since childhood. Since the seven sins were not scripturally based – despite attempts at providing them with Biblical authority – they would have had to be taught to penitents in preparation for confession.​[32]​ While this could certainly be a reason for the didactic materials giving far greater emphasis to the seven deadly sins than to the Decalogue – indeed when they did not eschew the latter altogether – another explanation is that the scheme of seven was simply more popular at the time.​[33]​  Several scholars have seen a shift in emphasis from the seven capital vices​[34]​ to the Ten Commandments in the later Middle Ages – the same period in which the sources examined in this paper were produced.​[35]​ Nevertheless these particular sources do not reflect this change. The seven deadly sins are dealt with at much greater length, and in two of the sources the Decalogue is not given its own section: mere mentions of particular commandments are interspersed among a discussion of the seven vices.​[36]​ And indeed, one of the texts examined in this paper introduces its section on the Ten Commandments by explaining that it is meant for members of the laity who are not aware of them, indicating that there must have been a possibility that the laity could have been unfamiliar with the Ten Commandments.​[37]​
Seven deadly sins
	The ultimate origins of the seven deadly sins remain obscure, but the first known writings that specify a series of vices and directly influenced later writings on what would become the seven deadly sins are those of the monk Evagrius Ponticus.​[38]​ The late fourth-century Evagrian list of the vices (or as Evagrius called them, ‘evil thoughts’) portrayed sins of the flesh as being less serious than those of the spirit. The order of his list reflected the increasing seriousness of the vices: gluttony, lust, avarice, sadness, wrath, sloth, vainglory and pride. Nevertheless, control of fleshly desires was the initial and imperative step that a novice anchorite must take in order to proceed to conquering the more important vices.​[39]​ The evil thoughts discussed by Evagrius were further elaborated and subdivided by Cassian in the early fifth century.​[40]​  Cassian ignored (or rejected) Augustine’s notion that sin is the consequence of a divided will – an idea that is eagerly taken up by later theologians – and instead placed emphasis on external, generally demonic forces that compel man to sin.​[41]​ For Cassian, sin is primarily seen as excess and is tied to surfeits of the humors, which can be influenced by these demonic forces.​[42]​
	It was not until the former monk, Pope Gregory the Great (ca. 540-604), however, wrote about the seven principia vitia in his Moralia in Iob that the vices gained significance outside monasticism.​[43]​ Evagrius and Cassian had emphasized gula and luxuria at the beginning of the list, as the first sins to be overcome as a monk, whilst a victory against pride was only possible once all the other vices had been conquered. For Gregory, pride was not among the chief vices but stood above all of them as the sin that begat all others – as the “queen of the vices.”​[44]​ The remaining sins were, in an inversion of the Cassian order: inanis gloria, invidia, ira, tristitia, avaritia, ventris ingluvies, luxuria. Gregory kept the distinction between the first five sins and the last two, the former being of the spirit and the latter of the flesh.​[45]​ While Cassian had focused on limiting external stimuli to sin – as an ascetic removed from the world, in Gregory’s conception of sin, the self-awareness and judgment of internal motives is of primary importance.​[46]​ Although Gregory was writing for a monastic audience, his work became popular outside the monasteries even within his own lifetime, transforming the deadly sins into a scheme that applied to the laity as well.​[47]​
	The system that Gregory bestowed his papal authority upon was further elaborated over the next few centuries of the Middle Ages, and by the twelfth century the number had generally stabilized to seven.​[48]​ The twelfth century has been considered an epoch of blossoming moral theology and philosophy in the Christian West. This “transformation of twelfth-century moral thought” was given impetus by a new fervor for systematization; increased attention to the psychological motivation of the moral actor; and a sustained engagement with the challenges posed by classical moral philosophy.​[49]​ In the approximate period of 1130 to 1275, theologians debated the meaning of and reasons behind the scheme of seven chief sins. As a result, they worked on developing a scholastic sufficientia, or rationale, to elucidate the reasons for their being seven sins, and why those particular sins were chosen.​[50]​  
	By the end of the thirteenth century, however, the scheme of seven was rapidly losing its standing among the major university theologians. One of the causes for this was the tremendous influence of Aristotle’s recently translated Nicomachean ethics. Aristotle centered his work on a series of virtues, each presented as a virtuous mean with two vices on either side as opposing “extremes.”​[51]​ Although initially theologians tried to forge an antagonistic correspondence between the seven capital vices and Aristotle’s categories of virtues, as well as other popular schemes of virtues, no seamless correlation could be made. Eventually, the task was abandoned in the universities as a virtue-based system took an ever greater hold.​[52]​  The influx of Aristotelian and Arab scholarship in the thirteenth century, as well as the new quodlibet genre, also led to more abstract theological and philosophical discussions, lessening the focus within the universities on pastoral and penitential care.​[53]​ The individual sins were still discussed by academics, but by the fourteenth century the system as a whole failed to inspire many leading theological minds.​[54]​ 
	Although the scheme of the seven deadly sins had largely fallen out of favor in the universities by the end of the thirteenth century, a vibrant tradition continued in pastoral guides and practical manuals designed to prepare penitents for confession.  The treatise that can in large part be credited with promoting the seven deadly sins as the organizing principle for discussing sin in didactic literature of the later Middle Ages was undoubtedly the Summa vitiorum of William Peraldus (Guillaume Peyraut). The Dominican preacher from Lyon had finished his hugely influential Summa vitiorum – or Summa de vitiis – by 1236. He wrote a corresponding treatise on the virtues that dates to around 1248. The immense popularity of these two summas, often combined into one work by later scribes, is reflected by their survival in over 500 manuscripts and several early printed editions.​[55]​ Peraldus had clearly designed his text as an aid for preachers.​[56]​ But soon after Peraldus finished his work, writers working on a variety of different texts – from encyclopedias to penitentials – borrowed from it extensively.​[57]​
	Rather than plunging headlong into the scholastic debates over classification of sin and the nature of sin, Peraldus’s Summa vitiorum instead upheld and further validated the Gregorian model of the seven deadly sins as the preeminent system for discussing the vices in pastoral care. Nevertheless, Peraldus presented the vices in an unusual order, defying Gregory’s established sequence by starting with gluttony just as Cassian did. He also supplemented the seven vices with an additional section on sins of the tongue.​[58]​ The Summa vitiorum provided a lasting structure – or rather set of structural categories – that continued to be used in a variety of texts discussing the seven deadly sins. Peraldus not only gave a rationale for the seven vices and attempted to explain how they are connected to one another – common enough in much of the scholastic discourse he was drawing upon – but he subsumed a variety of subdivisions and other means of classifying sin within the structure of seven.​[59]​
	Several other manuals drew their material at least partially from the Summa vitiorum, including the widely popular Somme le roi. Lorens of Orléans, a Dominican friar, wrote the Somme le Roi at the request of his confessant King Phillip III (“the Bold”) of France in 1279. Like many works of its kind, the Somme compiles much of its contents from other texts, a strategy that is acknowledged in the colophons found in several of the extant manuscripts.​[60]​ Lorens is thought to have written about half of the contents himself, while the rest is a compilation of material from earlier treatises – most notably Peraldus’s Summa virtutum ac vitiorum and the summa of Raymond de Pennaforte.​[61]​ The seven deadly sins are dealt with most elaborately, but the treatise also includes sections on the Ten Commandments; the twelve articles of the creed; an Ars moriendi; the Lord’s Prayer and the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost.​[62]​ The treatise was extremely popular, with over one hundred manuscripts of the Somme le roi surviving in the original French alone. In addition to the French manuscripts, the Somme was translated into at least six other languages within two centuries of its appearance: Provençal, Italian, Dutch, Spanish, Catalan and English. With the exception of Catalan and Spanish, the text was translated separately at least twice and often several times into these languages.​[63]​ At least seventeen distinct translations of the Somme or the closely related Miroir du monde were made into Middle English.​[64]​
	Despite the abiding popularity of the Summa vitiorum and the Somme le roi, these texts are merely some of the first and most influential of an overwhelming number of writings meant to educate the laity and prepare them for confession. There are so many sources indeed that choosing any small combination of texts to examine within this tradition may seem somewhat arbitrary. A fifteenth-century translator of one such manual complained: "There are so many books that treat the vices and virtues in an authoritative way… that this short life would come to an end before one could study all of them or even read through them all." ​[65]​ The tremendous flood of literature, including a variety of materials to aid the preacher in his task and those meant directly for the laity, formed a “common pool of moral teaching” that would have reached potentially every corner of Western Christendom.​[66]​ Because of the sheer volume of these types of materials, and the fact that they were drawing upon a similar pool of authorities and in many cases model sources, even if we cannot get with any certitude at lay conceptions of sin we can still ascertain what types of ideas were in circulation.​[67]​
Primary sources
	I have chosen six sources for my analysis of the sense of sin in the progressions of social interaction and sexual desire prior to fornication: three from England and the other half from the Low Countries. One source from England is in Latin, the rest are in their respective vernaculars. Many of the vernacular didactic manuals from both England and the Low Countries had their roots in Latin sources from northern France. Although variations might be able to tell us something about the particular circumstances in one geographical area, we must be careful to not automatically ascribe any particularity in the sources to a local or ‘national’ character or mentality. Several seemingly unique differences within these sources can be found elsewhere if the pool of original sources is broadened.  Just as D.L. D’Avray insists in his study of mendicant sermons, materials such as those under examination here are part of a shared international Latin tradition, and therefore are not the best historical sources for the countries or regions in which they arose.​[68]​ Nevertheless, because very little comparison has been made within this same tradition of sources between the modern regional boundaries, it is hard to say whether or not there might be some instructive variations.​[69]​
	Considering the great economic commerce between Flanders and England and the propensity of both the dukes of Brabant and counts of Flanders to support and even wed English nobility, there is remarkably little cultural exchange between the Low Countries and England in the Middle Ages. This scarcity is especially true for literature.​[70]​ English books were not sought after in the Low Countries and the first translation of a Dutch source into English came in the late fifteenth century.​[71]​ Translations from Latin, and to a lesser extent from French, into both Middle English and Dutch were comparably quite common. French often played an intermediary role between Latin and Middle Dutch, just as it did for Latin and Middle English.​[72]​ In both medieval England and the Low Countries, three different languages were readily employed in writing, with the vernacular of the residents occupying most often the lowest status among the three. This shifted somewhat in the later Middle Ages, when the sources for this study were written. All of the didactic manuals I have chosen here testify to this lineage to some extent. They are all later translations or adaptations of Latin and French sources. One source from England (Fasciculus morum) and one Middle Dutch source (Spieghel der sonden) are based mostly on the Summa vitiorum of Peraldus. Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae, in Middle Dutch and Middle English respectively, are adaptations of the Somme le roi. The other two sources examined here are Handlyng synne, based on the popular Anglo-Norman Manuel des péchés (itself derived in part from the Summa vitiorum), and the Nieuwe doctrinael, based on an unknown Latin exemplar.​[73]​
	The sources for this paper range in date from the early fourteenth to the early fifteenth centuries, but they all drew on earlier sources and continued to circulate long after they were originally composed. The English sources tend to be a bit earlier chronologically. Nevertheless, these texts share a common purpose in teaching about sin to the laity (although their audience is sometimes mixed), and they use the seven deadly sins as a basis to expound upon.​[74]​ In addition, all of these sources are readily available in editions, something that cannot be said for the vast majority of similar materials, including the Latin and French exemplars that these are derived from.​[75]​ They are longer than many of the simpler tracts on the vices and virtues, and thus provide us with more information upon which to base our observations. Some of the manuals are structured entirely around the seven deadly sins, while others include the scheme of vices in a larger context. By honing in on the sin of lechery within these sources, the problem of a broader organizing principle is largely irrelevant. Indeed, manuals arising out of the Peraldian tradition include so many different themes and subdivisions within the seven deadly sins framework that the disparate elements often overwhelm the dominant structure.​[76]​
Why lechery?
	Undoubtedly due to the influence of Foucault – and perhaps to a lesser extent Tentler, sexuality has perhaps been over-emphasized in scholarship dealing with confessional literature.​[77]​ Nevertheless, there are sound reasons why the sin of lechery in such sources is a good place to look for ideas about human selfhood, including vulnerability and responsibility, subjectivity and agency. Lechery has arguably been considered the sin to which people are most vulnerable. The external threats are real and pervasive; the progression into sin almost inexplicable; and man has little hope of trusting his nature or intentions. Lechery is the only sin from which men are regularly encouraged to flee rather than fight. Although it may not be the most dangerous sin for one’s soul, it appears to have been considered the most difficult to overcome.​[78]​ Once a person was lured into the process of lustfulness, they would find its grip difficult to wrest themselves loose from. Integral to understanding medieval conceptions of lechery in didactic sources for the laity are what the influences - both internal and external – were that made it such a difficult sin to overcome. At times these influences are difficult to ascertain, as there is much that seems to be left unsaid.
	Robert Mannyng repeatedly tells the audience in Handlyng synne that he will not speak of ‘pryuytees’ – or private matters. After giving an outline of the treatise as a whole, Mannyng explains that his subject matter involves:
	Al þat touchyþ dedly synne
	Yn any spyce* þat we falle ynne,		*species
	þat is oponly seen or wrou3t.
	Of pryuytees speke y nou3t:
	þe pryuytees wyle y nou3t name,
	For noun þarfore shuld me blame.​[79]​
Mannyng repeats his disavowal of ‘pryuytee’ so often that it seems to be one of the major themes of his treatise.​[80]​ He must teach his audience about sin, but only those that they might already be aware of. This is especially pronounced in the section on lechery, as we shall see.
Handlyng synne is most forthcoming in its refusal to describe certain sins, but all of the handbooks demur from describing sexual sins – or even the desires or actions that could result in (graver) sexual sins – in much detail. 
	One reason that the manuals might not explicitly describe sexual sins is out of fear of tempting people to commit a sin that they might not otherwise have imagined. Several writers of manuals for confessors (summas and shorter instructions) advised the clergy to be especially careful in questioning penitents about sexual sins.​[81]​ This admonition against being too explicit in the handling of sexual sins for fear of causing sin had been present at least since the penitentials of the ninth century.​[82]​ Nevertheless, with the common exception of sodomy – or the ‘sin against nature’ that is too horrible to describe, the handbooks examined here generally give a full enough picture of what sexual acts and relationships might be sinful for the penitent to steer clear of them. It is in the thoughts and actions before an actual sex act has been committed that the audience is left with some doubt. Where is the line between something that is not sinful and something sinful? At what point does a sin of lechery before sex – whether in actions, such as looking and speaking, or in thought – become a deadly sin? Much of this ambiguity surrounding sexual desire in such sources is certainly due to the debates and uncertainties among contemporary theologians.​[83]​ The forbidden sexual acts and relationships given in these manuals are certainly considered to be deadly sins, but what comes before fornication is another matter. 
With its origins in monasticism and considerable expansion among early scholastic theologians, the seven deadly sins scheme came to the writers of these manuals already laden with an array of ideas and assumptions, some of which these writers may have set aside or deemphasized for a lay audience.
	The ideas espoused by these sources are all well within the Christian mainstream, but this does not mean that they do not contain significant differences. Just by looking at their ideas about the sin of lechery before fornication, we can see how they provide similar – though not identical – instructions for how to avoid being led down a path to lechery. The details that one manual chooses to elaborate on and another discards could provide clues to regional differences or change over time, but whether they would bear out over a more thorough investigation of these sources in particular or over this type of moral instruction as a whole remains to be seen. I will suggest – although quite tentatively –  that some of the most interesting differences between the manuals reflect not so much a regional or diachronic divide, but perhaps a variance in the social circumstances of certain authors and their intended audiences. Chapter two of this paper addresses some of the variations, while comparing these manuals to examples of ‘secular’ literature that employ similar topoi in describing pre-sexual social interactions. Perhaps the most important message we can take away from variations between the texts, however, is that medieval culture is no more monolithic than our own. This fundamental understanding that medieval society is not homogenous deserves to be mentioned again, as it has often been obscured by both early modernists and medievalists alike.​[84]​





	As one premise of this paper is that certain aspects of the sin of lechery before fornication in the didactic handbooks have been overrepresented to the neglect of others, this chapter aims to provide a more balanced view of the relevant information that six such sources of religious instruction actually contain. First I will present the brief presentations that the manuals themselves give for the sin of lechery in general. While these descriptions and definitions do not exclusively pertain to lechery in isolation from sex, they do establish some themes that recur throughout their discussions of the sin. The bulk of this chapter includes what the manuals themselves have to say about various aspects of lechery before fornication, with occasional context from other types of sources. Finally I will conclude with some comments on the contents as a whole, and how they work together to form a coherent – if not completely unified – message about the many paths to lechery.
Lechery: descriptions and definitions
	When the handbooks first introduce their section on lechery, a short definition or description of the sin usually follows. Common observations are that lechery is a sin of the flesh, like gluttony and sometimes sloth; it is foul, filthy, and shameful; and that it destroys both body and soul.​[85]​ Lechery in the Fasciculus morum is the “third and worst daughter of the flesh.”​[86]​ When describing the sin, the Nieuwe doctrinael repeats the term vile or filthy (vule) no less than four times in the first five lines after telling us that it will now teach of lechery. For anyone with knowledge of the matter it is clear, Jan de Weert explains:
	Dat eene vule moeder wint	
	Eene dochter van vulen gronde.
	 Luxurie es eene vule sonde; 
	Si comt uut enen vulen ghewiele, 
	Si ontsuvert die edele ziele; 
	Niet die ziele oec allene, 
	Mer den lichame alghemene.​[87]​
The Nieuwe doctrinael is not the only of our handbooks that identifies lechery as implicating both soul and body.​[88]​ The Spieghel der sonden emphasizes that lechery is the only vice that sullies both the body and soul: “Alle andere sonden ende quaetheit besmitten die ziele alleene.”​[89]​ The Spieghel der sonden later explains that this is the aspect of lechery that most pleases the devil, because he is the beneficiary of this dual ruination.​[90]​
	Two other common reasons for lechery being identified as especially pleasing to the devil hinge on how many people the sin affects: one sin is capable of simultaneously corrupting two souls, and no one is immune from its grasp. Robert Mannyng begins the section on lechery in Handlyng Synne by explaining that this, “þe laste of þe seuene” sins is also the “ferþest … fro heuene”.​[91]​ He explains its gravity stems from its ability to damn two souls with one sin. Mannyng allows that one can sin alone in will, “but wyþ a nouþer, þou shalt fulfyll.”​[92]​ The Nieuwe doctrinael claims that no sin pleases the devil as much as lechery, because he can catch both a woman and a man with one sin.​[93]​ The Fasciculus morum also warns that the devil can acquire two souls in one with lechery. In addition, the other sins are merely the devil’s fishhooks, whereas lechery is a big net, capable of catching everyone: “clerum cum populo, pauperem cum divite, iuvenum cum sene, dominum cum servo, dominam cum ancilla, matrem cum filia.”​[94]​ Lechery is an equal opportunity sin from which no one is immune. The Spieghel der sonden also emphasizes that everyone is susceptible to lechery:
	Onkuuscheit vanghet, dats openbare,
	Edele, onedele, ghecke ende vroede,
	Starke ende ooc kranke van moede.​[95]​
Another indication that lechery is the sin that people have perhaps the least resistance to is the repeated warning that it is better to flee from rather than to try to fight against lechery. Both the Fasciculus morum and the Spieghel der sonden give several reasons why this is the only sin one should run away from rather than try to confront.​[96]​
	A common definition of lechery that we see in several of the manuals is that it consists of an excessive or misdirected love. Both the Speculum vitae and Des coninx summe, drawing on their source text the Somme le roi, define lechery as “an excessive love of fleshly pleasures.”​[97]​ The excessive desires (begheerten ongehier) of people who live in lechery are compared in the Spieghel der sonden with being on fire, a fitting sensation that gives the lecherous a foretaste of their coming damnation.​[98]​ The Fasciculus morum cites four authorities for definitions, three of which clearly support the concept that lechery is in some manner unreasonable and excessive. Lechery is a lack of moderation in a soul obsessed with pleasures of the flesh; bodily incontinence caused by the itching of the flesh; an inordinate and unreasonable desire to have sex; or, citing Bernard of Clairvaux, it is a “drunken thirst, a momentary outburst, eternal bitterness; it shuns the light, seeks darkness, and entirely plunders man’s mind.”​[99]​ Depending on the definition it is either a damaging desire or the fulfillment of that desire, but the common thread is that it is rooted in the flesh and it does not obey reason.
Organization of the sections on lechery
	Besides providing some basic descriptions and definitions of the sin, the only other structural commonplace that all these handbooks share within their sections on lechery is a listing of what is commonly termed its ‘species’ or ‘branches.’ These are forbidden sexual acts and relationships usually graded according to severity, with ‘simple fornication’ – sex between an unmarried man and unmarried woman – as the least sinful. In Des coninx summe, the Fasciculus morum, the Speculum vitae, and the Nieuwe doctrinael, the bulk of the information on how the authors might have understood the sin of lechery before any relationship was consummated is found prior to this recitation of the sex acts amid their corresponding degrees of sinfulness. Nevertheless, Handlyng synne and the Spieghel der sonden defy any such organizational ease, as they have ideas about sexual desire and progression into sin interspersed throughout. The complex composition of all of the manuals, but especially these last two, make a comparison of their views on sexual sin prior to fornication a daunting challenge.​[100]​ Nonetheless, their message is similar enough in most respects that a format can be chosen within which to compare their views.  Rather than impose an artificial structure on all of the manuals, I will follow the basic organization of two nearly identical specimens.
	Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae – both drawing on their French exemplar the Somme le roi – submit two distinct organizing principles under the heading of lechery that include elements prior to fornication. They occur one after the next, and offer a clue as to how the potential sin of lechery without – or often simply before – sex, was to be defined. At the very beginning of the section on Luxure, the Somme le roi explains that sight is the first cause of lechery, which leads to speech, then touching, kissing, and finally the (sexual) act.​[101]​ After this explanation, the manual distinguishes between lechery in the heart (or mind) and in the body.​[102]​ Although Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae differ from the Somme le roi in their precise presentation of the material, the main categories for classifying sin remain intact. The other four handbooks contain many similar elements, if not the distinctions themselves. 
	Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae both follow their model the Somme le roi in presenting a progression – beginning with sight and culminating in the sex act – as the first explanation of how lechery can occur. Indeed, they both repeat the stages twice in succession.​[103]​ The Fasciculus morum employs this sequence as well: “according to some authors, there are five occasions that lead to this vice; they are listed in the following verse: sight and speech, touching and kisses, (finally) the deed.”​[104]​ Its first five sections in the chapter on lechery, under the general heading de occasionibus luxurie, further emphasize this order: visus, colloquia (in place of the alloquium of its introduction), tactus, osculum, and factum.​[105]​ The progression would have been familiar to any educated cleric, as it was a common feature of Latin love poetry and comedies by the twelfth century. The typical order of the stages had been around since at least the fourth century C.E., when it appeared in commentaries on pagan love lyrics. Usually termed the gradus amoris or quinque linea amoris, this topos of the stages of love came to represent the stages of sin in didactic literature.​[106]​ Although Peraldus mentions the sight of women, talking to women and touching women – along with idleness, indulgence in food and drink, old-women go-betweens, bad example, and listening to love songs, music or bawdy talk – among those things he considered ‘occasions for lechery,’ he does not use the gradus amoris motif to emphasize a distinctive order or progression of the sin of lechery before the sexual act.​[107]​ It seems rather implicit, however, in several of his causes or occasions for lechery – and many of the later didactic manuals using the Summa vitiorum as a model included the topos under this or similar sections.​[108]​ That the gradus amoris regularly appeared in later adaptations of manuals such as the Summa vitiorum attests to its usefulness – or at least familiarity – as a model for describing a social progression into sexual sin. 
	The second classification scheme that Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae preserve from their French exemplar is the division between ‘lechery in heart’ and ‘lechery in body,’ and then an explanation of each in turn. Lechery in heart could be considered lechery in thought, as the manuals explain how sinful thoughts first occur and then give stages into worse sin through nourishing and deriving pleasure from the thoughts; consenting to them in reason; and finally yearning to fulfill the desires. This second, internal progression repeats elements from the gradus amoris, especially in relation to the role sight can have in instigating the process. The next classification, lechery in body, also mirrors the stages of love in some ways, as it maintains a similar order in relating the parts of the body and the sensory experiences associated with them. Lechery in body culminates with the branches of different kinds of illicit sex acts or relationships. 
	Because of the many points of convergence between the various progressive schemes used – the gradus amoris, lechery in heart and lechery in body – I will confine certain thematic aspects of these sequences into one distinction or another in order to avoid excessive repetition. As a broad overview, the gradus amoris can be seen as reflecting social elements of temptation; just as lechery in heart reveals an internal progression of desire and lechery in body the vulnerability of the senses to temptation. In each of the sections, warnings are given about the temptations of the world, the devil and one’s flesh, and sometimes advice is given on how to resist these multiple enemies. All of these processes and struggles can be happening simultaneously, and by breaking them into separate but overlapping categories, the authors of Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae provide a guide for prevailing in an assault on many fronts. The advice that the other manuals offer can be fit into this structure for the sake of comparison, beginning with the first classification, the gradus amoris.


The gradus amoris: sight
	Sight or looking is nearly always the first step in a progression into sexual sin, even in the handbooks that do not specifically employ the traditional gradus amoris motif. Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae do not provide much indication of what this step might entail within their treatment of the stages of love. The kind of looking that initiates the sequence is identified in the Speculum vitae as “fole bihaldyng” and similarly in Des coninx summe as “ghecliken aensien.”​[109]​ The Speculum vitae amends its French source just after its second recitation of the progression, and thus provides a little more information on the first step of sin in sight. In order to avoid further foolishness and lechery, the author of the Speculum vitae suggests turning the eye – “þe first messangere of foly” – away from anything it might find pleasurable:
	þarefore he þat wil na foly do,
	Bihalde noght þat þat es lyke þarto,
	Forwhy þe eghe þat wysses* þe body		*directs, instructs
	Es þe first messangere of foly.​[110]​
The theme of guarding oneself against tempting sights is prevalent in several of the handbooks. 
The Spieghel der sonden warns repeatedly about the need to protect the eyes, relying on Gregory for several such admonitions, such as averting one’s eyes from anything one must not want to desire.​[111]​ So what are the potential sources of temptation that our sight must be shielded from?
	Usually the answer is women. The Fasciculus morum repeatedly stresses the dangers of looking at and even simply being in proximity to women.​[112]​ The Spieghel der sonden shares both of these concerns and may be even more stringent in its warnings against looking at women. Besides devoting two whole sections to the topic, additional comments on the dangers of women’s beauty and their presence appear scattered throughout the section on lechery.​[113]​ The Spieghel der sonden suggests that a man who truly wishes to keep his heart pure must shun women and avoid “alle weghen ende alle stede, daer hi wiven vint of vinden waent.”​[114]​ Nevertheless, when the Fasciculus morum describes “illicitis aspectibus,” it is primarily concerned with the sight of particular women. Although the manual urges that the sight of any women should be altogether avoided if possible, all of the exempla that it offers deal with women that are somehow forbidden: prostitutes, nuns and women who are already betrothed or married.​[115]​ Although Handlyng synne warns extensively against looking at and sharing the company of women as well, it offers some mitigating advice:
	Behold nat wymmen ouer mykyl*:		*too much
	Here syghte makþ mennes þoghtes fykyl.​[116]​
It seems that although it is best to avoid the sight and presence of women whenever possible, as long as one does not look upon them excessively then the progression into sin may be avoided. Foolish looking does not only imply not looking at women too much, but also shielding one’s eyes from the wrong sort of women. If the sight of all women is potentially dangerous, it is particularly beholding those women that one cannot – or should not – want to possess that facilitates the slide into sin.
	Women, on the other hand, are cautioned against being the object of the disorderly looking. The manuals are remarkably consistent in warning females against adorning themselves in such a way that they might incite lust in others. Handlyng synne assures women that they are sinning themselves when they dress up in order to be desirable: 
	Leccherye ys also grete 3ernyng 
	To be desyred þurgh feyr cloþing. 
	What wymmen hem tyffe* wyþ owne wyl, 		*dress up, adorn
	To foly loue, ouþer men to tyll*. 			*entice, lure
	3yf men, þurgh here feyre atyre 
	Wyþ hem to do foly haue desyre, 
	þey shul answere for here synne, 
	For þey are rote* & fyrst begynne. ​[117]​			*(the) root
Other manuals also place the weight of the corrupted men’s souls squarely on the shoulders of the women who dress up to entice them. The Speculum vitae criticizes women who decorate themselves cunningly so that “þe foles opon þam muse.”​[118]​ The author seems to anticipate protestations of innocence:
	And yhete þai wene* þai do noghte ille,		*think, suppose
	For þai assent noght to swilk foles wille.​[119]​
Whether or not women intend to consummate any lustful feelings they might have enticed is beyond the point. In causing men to have these lecherous thoughts, a woman can be called the devil’s snare. She will have to answer for every man’s soul she has damned through sight of her at the last judgment.​[120]​ Des coninx summe also explains that women are guilty for trying to provoke men to look upon them even if they would only dress up “dat si den dwasen behagen willen.”​[121]​ When discussing women who think that they are not sinning because they do not mean to do evil, Jan van Brederode offers a spirited rebuke:
	Men vijnt wel wiven, die menen dat si daer gheen sonde an en doen, want si selve 	niet evel en menen te doen. Mer entlike si doen oec te male lelike dootsonde! Waer 	om plucken si hoer wijn braeuwen ende vernissen hoer vel ende bijnden locken of 	ander stoter of gheleent haer opt hoeft, dan om den ionghen ghecs nasen te 	behaghen?​[122]​
	Van Brederode’s description of the enhancements of women that are most obviously for the wrong reasons is perhaps the most specific of all the manuals within the sections on lechery, but all of the sources seem to pick out certain elements of adornment that are particular offenders. Des coninx summe is not the only manual concerned with how women embellish their heads, although it is the only one to mention plucked eyebrows and the arrangement of hair – whether natural, “false or borrowed.” Handlyng synne repeatedly criticizes women’s headwear, specifying wimples, kerchiefs and horned hats.​[123]​ The Fasciculus morum specifies “cornuum, caudarum, et aliarum vestium mulierum,” apparently referring to both horned headwear and flowing tails behind dresses, but also perhaps evocative of demons or other dubious creatures.​[124]​ The Nieuwe doctrinael is the only one of our handbooks to mention footwear, when he describes young girls dressing for attention in “moyen clederen” and “valen scoen.”​[125]​ Women were not criticized for revealing clothing, but rather overly fancy accoutrements worn on their heads and bodies.​[126]​ 
	Particular events and places seem especially susceptible to featuring decorated women. The Fasciculus morum specifies feast days, the Spieghel der sonden is exceptionally concerned with dances, and several of the manuals mention taverns and churches. The advice to men is often to avoid these places, with the obvious exception of churches. The impetus to behave oneself in church is usually directed at women only, who are advised to not overdress. The Fasciculus morum criticizes women who adorn themselves luxuriously on feast days in order to excite men sexually and lead them into sin. While this is placed under the sin of pride, the emphasis on women taking pride in their attire is clearly because they are intentionally trying to arouse sexual lust. The devil, like a swineherd who makes one of his pigs squeal in order to gather the rest together, sends a woman with a bell out to lead the dance in order to bring everyone else together into sin.​[127]​ The Spieghel der sonden is particularly concerned with dancing as well, though it does not specify feast days as the occasion. How can men follow their reason – rather than their lustful desires – when they see dressed up women at a dance?​[128]​ In the examples from both manuals, women are again portrayed as tools of the devil, a familiar theme that recurs repeatedly in many of our sources. The Spieghel der sonden also likens a woman dressed up for a dance to a fire: 
	Twijf die uterlic is getoomt,
	Geliket den brande die bernet claer,
	Verhettende die hem comen naer,
	Ende nauwe soude yement daer up sien,
	Hi ne soude verwermen bi dien.
	Hoe sal die mensche dan connen ontstaen
	Daer so vele branden anegaen,
	Als moye wijfs ten spele comen!​[129]​
The Spieghel der sonden goes on to admonish women who would dress their daughters up and send them to dances. These mothers are like someone tying hay or straw together and throwing it in a fire as kindling.​[130]​ Any place that women might be inclined to adorn themselves for is a potentially dangerous environment for men. These manuals do not mention places that beautiful, unadorned women might gather. The emphasis is solely on locations and events for which women would be inclined to dress up.
	Some of the manuals further vindicate their admonitions against women dressing up by aligning the practice with deception. Handlyng synne informs women “þat make hem feyrer þan god hem made” through such embellishments as faces artificially whitened with flour and elaborate headdresses that they are committing a great sin.​[131]​ Old women may try to disguise their age by hiding under yellow wimples, so men do not know if the yellow they see is the cloth of the garment or the “leather” of aged skin.​[132]​ The Spieghel der sonden is concerned in several sections with the deceptive appearance of adorned women inciting men to sin. In one such warning, the author compares women who care too much for their external appearances to sirens, intentionally luring men in order to bring their souls to ruin.​[133]​ Indeed, the beauty of women who adorn themselves is like a pit that has been dug and covered with straw: no wonder that someone might easily fall in to the trap.​[134]​ This deception is aggravated by the weakness of the eyes in detecting it. The Fasciculus morum relates a tale from Boethius about Aristotle, who reprimanded his disciples for bringing a most beautiful (speciosissima) whore to him. If they had the eyes of a lynx, the Philosopher explained, then they would see how disgusting she was, because beauty is created by weakness of the eyes rather than nature.​[135]​ Even if one is naturally beautiful, as the whore in Fasciculus morum could be, it is a deception. Women who adorn themselves are certainly involved in trickery, whether simply through embellishing their own looks or hiding their age or true nature. 
	The Speculum vitae is also concerned with women who cunningly adorn themselves, either on their heads or bodies, to attract the eyes of men.​[136]​ Even the woman who “seme of gode condicioun” – which here probably means of a higher social status rather than well-behaved – will not be excused if it is her intention that men behold her “heued and body.”​[137]​ The ‘if’ in this explanation hints at the possibility of a woman being the object of a desirous gaze without provoking it, but does not elucidate whether or not she would be at fault.  Jan van Brederode seems to have observed this problem, however, and departing from his French source he provides a solution. After warning women that they must answer at the Last Judgment for all of the souls that they have damned through their looks, van Brederode provides a possible exception to this rote condemnation of women inciting men to lust. The allowance is for a good, honorable woman who is happy with the appearance that God gave her and presents herself in a decent manner according to her status. If she does not try to please anyone against the honor of God, then she will not have to answer for those who brought themselves to ruin through looking at her, even if they number 1000.​[138]​ This allowance for women of a higher social status to dress in a manner that befits their rank appears in the Fasciculus morum as well. Just after criticizing women wearing “horns” and “tails” for causing great lust, the author notes:
	Et tamen secundum modum patrie mulier honeste indui potest sine peccato, nec ex 	hoc est reprehensibilis nisi in quantum superfluitas et causa libidinis.​[139]​
Thus the Fasciculus morum and Des coninx summe offer women of a higher status – as long as they conduct themselves decently and do not wish to bring others to sin – an option for dressing in accordance with their condition. 
	Handlyng synne makes a similar exception for those of higher standing, but seemingly only for men. Just after one of Mannyng’s many criticisms of women adorned to be admired, he switches to the brief conclusion: “Noþeles euery man may aftyr hys estate make hym gay.”​[140]​ If the ostentation of the attire exceeds one’s social position then misfortune, such as ending up in financial ruin, will surely follow. If the men are sinning by dressing beyond their station then their sin is only pride; their accoutrements are not acknowledged as having the potential to incite lustful thoughts.​[141]​ The one exception that Mannyng allows for women to embellish their looks without falling into sin, however, is decidedly based on sexual attraction:
	A weddyd wyff may atyre here
	þat here husbunde loue noun but here;
	For hys loue she may hyt do,
	But for noun ouþer mannys so.​[142]​
The allowance that women may dress up for their husbands to keep them from straying may only concern a private sphere. Mannyng does not seem to advocate any type of adornment for women outside of the home, regardless of social status.
	The main focus on the step of ‘sight’ in these manuals is clearly on women adorning themselves and inspiring lustful thoughts in men. Nevertheless, some of the sources do not exclude the possibility that men could also incite lust in women through their appearance. When the Fasciculus morum warns against “visus inordinatus,” it first gives two biblical examples of women being tempted through looking at men.​[143]​ The same manual twice repeats the tale of a young and handsome nobleman who is the object of a lecherous gaze. The author of the treatise praises him, however, because after this young man realized that he was stirring feelings of sexual lust in others, he disfigured his face.​[144]​ The Spieghel der sonden also allows that women can be incited to sexual desire through looking at men, but it is mentioned only in passing – and in the example the woman clearly bears the guilt for trying to initiate a sexual encounter with the man she finds appealing.​[145]​ The men who attract female attention in the Fasciculus morum and Spieghel der sonden are not criticized for so doing; they are not dressing up to provoke indecent attention. In just one of the sources, the Nieuwe doctrinael, do men dress up for sexual attention as well. Jan de Weert explains that young men reciprocally make themselves beautiful and merry in order to attract girls. This only occurs after the former have noticed the latter as vying for their attention through their own dress and behavior, however, so the females are still instigating the progression.​[146]​ Although these manuals allow that women can also gaze at men lustfully, the impetus for the initial step on the road to sexual sin is clearly placed on the shoulders of females.
Speech
	The type of speech that should be considered dangerous is not always readily apparent. Des coninx summe gives us little more information than telling us it consists of “ghecliken toe spreken.”​[147]​ Yet Jan van Brederode includes “a foolish prattle of secretly being together” as a later step that emerges between touching and kissing. This seems to indicate that he considers the second step of ‘speech’ as mere introductions and small talk, rather than the language of seduction. Of course simple flirtations offered in the very early stages of meeting someone could still be seductive, but the presentation of this step in Des coninx summe offers no evidence of overt sexual or seductive language. It is simply one step on the way to greater familiarity that could eventually lead to illicit sexual encounters, and a minor one at that. Van Brederode’s later inclusion of secret conversations at least provides an indication that speech - as it developed into private conversations – remains relevant in the progression into sin, but still fails to convey any sense of what might constitute this speech. The Speculum vitae offers a little more detail on the step of speech, but the overall meaning is still unclear. In its two recitations of the gradus amoris, the Speculum vitae alternately describes the step as “speche of wordes sleghe” and “a fole speche of litchery.”​[148]​ The former could be indicating the secret talk of seduction, while the latter could imply a whole range of sexual language.
	While deciphering precise meanings for phrases such as “ghecliken toe spreken” or “a fole speche of litchery” is hardly promising, the Speculum vitae may provide a clue as to who is understood as the speaker. The devil, we are told, first “shewes a thinge of likynge,” which leads to foolish looking:
	And of þat bihaldyng specially
	Comes a fole speche of litchery;​[149]​
If the devil in any of these texts is involved in introducing visual temptation in the sections on lechery, it is always in the form of a woman. This would seem to indicate that upon looking at an attractive woman, a man is led to speak to her, which in turn leads to the a further progression into sin.
	The Nieuwe doctrinael and Handlyng synne seem to have a similar sequence in mind, placing males in the speaking role. In the Nieuwe doctrinael, girls dress up for the attention of young men and would ask for their love in the streets if the fear of shame did not restrain them.​[150]​ The impetus, then, is put on the young men, who use words to seduce the girls to have sex with them. If the first step is more concerned with the looks of women attracting men and thus initiating a progression into sin, in the second step these two manuals clearly point to males being the instigating party. The Nieuwe doctrinael warns of young men who lie in wait for girls in churches and on the streets, “hoedat sijse hemelijc mogen spreken.”​[151]​ The would-be paramours then employ all kinds of deceptive techniques, such as “loesheit, loghene ende nauwe treken” to try to lure the objects of their attention into sexual relationships.​[152]​ The deed often directly (and repeatedly) follows this deception.​[153]​ Jan de Weert seems to clearly be concerned with seductive language and false promises leading to illicit encounters.​[154]​ When he later addresses simple fornication, de Weert goes to great length to denounce men’s false promises of marriage that are only meant to convince women to have sex with them.​[155]​ Handlyng synne also specifies promises of marriage as the kind of lie a man might say to a woman to beguile her into having sex with him. While de Weert advises men that their promises of marriage are binding, Robert Mannyng simply warns his audience not to lie and make false promises, and reminds them that vows to wed should not be made without the authority of the Church.​[156]​ A woman, however, is permitted to lie in certain circumstances. If a man is pressuring her to have sex with him, then she can make a false promise to meet him on another occasion and even to have sex with him if he will not leave her alone otherwise. Such a lie under duress is not a deadly sin and “no perel shal she bere.”​[157]​ In both of these texts, a pronounced concern is of women being seduced into having illicit sex by the deceptive words of men.
	Nevertheless, there are certain women who play a major role in using seductive language or verbal trickery to bring others into sin: whores and old-women go-betweens. When discussing the second occasion of lechery, the Fasciculus morum tells us that it rests in “colloquius impudicis.”​[158]​ This is especially true if the conversation is “inter hominem vanum et mulierem impudicam.”​[159]​ The author goes on to quote several scriptural references to the dangers of conversing with whores. These women use flattery and seductive words to entice men to sin. The whores may call out to men from their doorsteps, and the seductive language of wicked women has the ability to corrupt even the devout. The advice of the Fasciculus morum is simply to flee from the presence of this type of conversation.​[160]​ 
	The Fasciculus morum is also concerned with old-women go-betweens, a threat identified by the Spieghel der sonden as well.​[161]​ The characterization of old women as promulgators of sexual knowledge and encouragers of illicit affairs was common to a wide range of medieval texts, including romances and fabliaux as well as numerous works by prominent theologians.​[162]​ The Fasciculus morum and the Spieghel der sonden, drawing on material from the Summa vitiorum, continued to promote this association in a particularly virulent manner. In both texts the old women serve as go-betweens, tools of the devil bent on corrupting the innocent. The Fasciculus morum claims that when the devil is unable to lure people into sin with his own wiles, he sends old women; because of their superior trickery, their evil is even more potent than that of the devil.​[163]​ In the Spieghel der sonden, they are more likely to be agents for male seducers, bent on corrupting innocent maidens. Indeed, female matchmakers seem to be lurking behind every corner, ready to relish in the spiritual ruin of other women.​[164]​
	Seduction and deception are clearly one concern of the handbooks, but other types of speech can lead to lechery as well. Between all of the sources lechery in speech seems to cover any sort of speech that has the potential of leading the speaker and listener into thinking about or committing sexual sin. Just as the step ‘sight’ had implications for both the person looking and the one being gazed upon, so is ‘speech’ concerned with both the speaker and the hearer. Indeed, the Fasciculus morum goes so far as to replace the alloquium of its introduction to the stages of sin to colloquia for the section itself.​[165]​ Some of the manuals seem to be concerned with the influence that telling dirty stories – whether real or fabricated – could have on both the speaker and the listener. Handlyng synne warns against bragging about past sexual exploits or reciting them to amuse others.​[166]​ Illicit sexual encounters are sins that should only be told to a priest in confession; if you speak of them to others, you are compounding your sin by inciting them to sin as well.​[167]​ The Fasciculus morum explains that even if the tales are untrue it is a grave sin, not only because of the thoughts that might be incited in the minds of the listeners, but also because it makes the speaker a liar and a fornicator in his heart. Nevertheless, our anonymous friar acknowledges that “hardly anyone enjoys popularity unless he knows how to speak or jest or compose offensive songs on this carnal subject.”​[168]​ Handlyng synne and the Fasciculus morum both emphasize that sexual stories not only reveal the sinful heart of the speaker, but cause sin in the listener as well. 
	Perhaps it is out of fear for the moral corruption of their own audiences that the manuals will not go into much detail over the content of this speech. Robert Mannyng, repeating a concern for ‘pryuyte’ that we saw in his introduction and that occurs throughout Handlyng synne, insists that:
	Sum pryuytes of lecherye
	Yn opun speche are vylenye.
	þarfor wyl y nat hem alle descryue
	But alle behoueþ ys þer of shryue.​[169]​
Again Mannyng advises that if there is any doubt about whether your language has caused someone else to sin – and in this case he seems to be referring to false promises and encouraging friends to enter into sexual liaisons instead of relating your own sexual exploits – then you must reveal it to your confessor and he will decide whether or not you have sinned and if so, to what extent.​[170]​ Whether the language is seductive, deceptive or filthy, the precise words that might be uttered in the step of speech are rarely broached by our sources.
	The precise words may be less important, however, if the voice of the person uttering them alone is cause for fear. The Spieghel der sonden, in one of its many warnings against the dangers of dances, notes that dances are a place where love songs are sung – particularly by women. The devil tempts men through this:
	Want wijfs sanc pleecht in te bringhene
	Vake quade begherten den man.​[171]​
In addition, men and women talk to each other at dances, which often abets the fall into sin.​[172]​
Ruth Mazo Karras explains it is a commonplace of such didactic texts that hearing the speech of women or conversing with them alone is enough to incite a man to lechery, regardless of the particular words spoken.​[173]​ The Fasciculus morum, Spieghel der sonden, and Handlyng synne all give some backing to this claim, but the company and sight of women are at least as much to be feared as their words. 
Touching
	After the extended treatment of sight and speech, the further step of touch seems rather anticlimactic. The kind of touching these manuals have in mind often seems to involve little more than casual contact. Speculum vitae calls it a “fole touchiyng with hand” or “fole handlyng of hand,” but does not elaborate further.​[174]​ It is merely the step between speaking and kissing, and like all the other steps, it is ill-advised. In Des coninx summe the step of touching does not seem to be particularly intimate. In his first account of the gradus amoris, Jan van Brederode adds an extra step between touching and kissing: giving and receiving gifts.​[175]​ In his second and more detailed recitation of the progression he embellishes his source material even further: “dan inden aentasten wast een bekentheit ende een ghecke vrienscap van gheven ende van nemen.”​[176]​ A familiarity may arise from this touching, but it still precedes exchanging gifts, secret conversations and kissing. Based on the place it gives touching within the progression, Des coninx summe does not give the impression that this step is especially passionate or intimate. The Spieghel der sonden only mentions touching – along with seeing, speaking and listening to love songs – as one of the dangers encountered at dances. Touching a woman is like putting one’s hand on iron that is glowing hot from the fire. How is a man to withstand being burnt from touching or being touched by a young woman?​[177]​ Despite the heat of the imagery, by placing the possibility of touch at public dances, the Spieghel der sonden also does not seem to be alluding to wanton groping. And indeed, the touching falls between seeing women and listening to them sing love songs or speaking with them at dances.
	Nevertheless, even casual touch can be perilous. Robert Mannyng’s section on touching – although arguably directed primarily at the clergy and the religious, or women who might consider entering into relationships with priests – gives an indication of how a seemingly innocuous touch could be an indication of much graver sin lying in wait. One exemplum features a devil who wins Satan’s highest praise for tempting a bishop after 40 years of trying, despite the other devils’ much more rapid and plentiful works of devastation. When a prioress was concluding her meeting with the bishop, the devil arranged that he “smote [tapped or patted] here a lytyl on þe bak yn pleyyng, whan he to here spak.”​[178]​ The devil admits that he does not know what was in the bishop’s mind when he touched the nun, but the suggestion that God would have detected the wavering of his servant’s chaste resolve in the small touch is enough for Satan to kiss the devil on the mouth and invite him to sit at his side.​[179]​ The praise that the devil wins is clearly due to the status of the bishop. Even so, the tale suggests that a light touch can either reveal or give rise to graver internal lechery, or both.
	The lustful feelings or thoughts that even casual touching can cause is plainly a concern of both the Fasciculus morum and the Spieghel der sonden. In both handbooks, the only effect of touching considered is the man’s arousal in touching or being touched by a woman. By giving physical and spiritual remedies for lechery in the section on tactus, the Fasciculus morum emphasizes bodily reactions to touch. In this section, the handbook first gives several warnings against touching women, which inevitably brings the pains of hell.​[180]​ Because lechery is like a fire, we must extinguish it (by pouring cold water over ourselves or performing penance), remove what is feeding the fire (such as strong wine) or flee. Although he gives alternatives, the author of the Fasciculus morum clearly sanctions flight as the best option.​[181]​ The Spieghel der sonden also explains that one must flee the fire of lechery, because people are like straw or tinder that is easily ignited.​[182]​ The continual likening of touch to fire even in situations where it is clearly casual demonstrates that these manuals are concerned with the sensations and lustful feelings that light touch could bring about.
Kissing
	Kissing is the final step before the deed itself, and it appears frightfully close to the point of no return in some of the sources. Perhaps a warning to how deep the progression into sexual sin is by the time kissing is reached is exemplified by the Speculum vitae, which reduces the number of steps from its French exemplar to four (with kissing as the final step), making the sex act practically a fait accompli once one reaches kissing. Indeed, it follows immediately after kissing.​[183]​ This is not unusual in comparison with literature that uses the gradus amoris as a topos of amorous conquest. As Lionel Friedman explains, a “commonplace of medieval erotic literature demands that when the step of basium has been reached, the transition to factum be prompt.”​[184]​ The implication could be that once one is engaged in kissing, the means of extracting oneself from the progression have grown increasingly slim. This is certainly true for the Fasciculus morum, which begins its section on osculum by comparing the kisses of a whore to the kiss with which Judas betrayed Christ:
	Sic meretrix mediantibus osculis animam hominis demonibus vendit, et eciam tradit 	dicens: “Accipite et ducite eum caute, ne forte resipiscat donec factum consummat.”​[185]​
The Fasciculus morum further explains kissing as “knocking on the door to hell” with only the deed itself left to open it.​[186]​
	Perhaps due to its proximity to the deed, the step of kissing – unlike its immediate predecessor touching – is not usually portrayed as casual. The assumption of passionate kissing is clear in Des coninx summe. Jan van Brederode conflates kissing with a further sort of touching, insomuch as the step of kissing is described as only one of the possible disorderly actions at this stage: “cussen ende des gelijcs.”​[187]​ In modern parlance we might equate this step with heavy petting or foreplay. By complicating this step with the addition of other possible actions, Jan van Brederode accentuates the more intense nature of the kisses. When the Fasciculus morum attempts to controvert the assumption that such “light signs of sin” such as “kisses, looks, touches, and the like” could lead to hell, it uses a story of a couple who engaged in “kissing and embraces with adulterous passion” and were damned even though the relationship had not been consummated.​[188]​ Kissing is again conflated with other actions and it is clear by his counter-argument that by ‘kissing’ the author is referring to something more than a friendly peck.
	Handlyng synne is the only manual to give us a glimpse of lesser types of kissing. Like the Fasciculus morum, Handlyng synne acknowledges that some people do not consider kissing to be a sin.​[189]​ Unlike the former, however, the latter gives more arguments against people who may not consider it to be a sin; in the process, we get a glimpse of kissing that might have appeared more innocuous to a medieval audience. For Mannyng, there are appropriate and inappropriate people to kiss, and his audience should consider carefully who they are kissing and why. Friends should not kiss each other, because they seldom do so without experiencing lecherous thoughts or intending to do more, and under no circumstances should a woman kiss her priest.​[190]​ Kissing one’s wife is permitted, but even this can be perilous.​[191]​ While Mannyng claims that it is foolish to kiss a woman, his intimation is that kissing has a place in courtship – though possibly still sinful – and to pursue kissing outside this realm is the true folly:
	Kyssyng ys for loue to wynne
	And ys erand of flesshly synne.
	Man & womman loke for þy
	Wharefore þou kessest whom & why.​[192]​
Thus there are appropriate venues for kissing – in courtship or marriage – but even then one must be wary of the inherent dangers. No matter how chaste one considers oneself to be, kissing has the power bring about a change of heart.​[193]​ The implication is that kissing can be a sin in itself, but the emphasis remains on the further sin that it potently and perilously encourages. 
	It is significant that the first and longer of Handlyng synne’s two treatments of kissing immediately precedes its discussion of touching, and it is in the former section that lighter forms of kissing are discussed.  When Robert Mannyng briefly returns to the subject again 400 verses later, he allows for more passionate – and more clearly sinful – types of kissing:
	Maner þyr ys of foule kyssyng
	As ys of dede or of handlyng;
	þat falþ ofte yn pryuyte.​[194]​
Thus Mannyng recognizes a type of intimate kissing that is very close to sex itself, but he does not elaborate on it further. Instead, he instructs his audience not to share this ‘pryuyte’ with him or others, but only with a priest in confession.​[195]​ Mannyng concludes that some kissing can be a “ful gret vyce,” and this seems to include both passionate kissing accompanying or closely linked to sex, as well as kisses that men use to coerce women into further “foly.”​[196]​ These men may perish in hell for their efforts.​[197]​ Thus Mannyng again reveals his concerns about male seducers, but when it comes to passionate kissing it is another ‘pryuyte’ on which he does not care to elaborate.
	In the other manuals, we are not given such a thorough accounting of all that kissing could entail. Those that include the gradus amoris topos maintain its traditional order, with kissing following touching and just before the deed. They invariably make kissing more intense than the step that precedes it, often by conflating touching and kissing, making the touching stage only casual, and assuming that the kissing in question is of a very passionate nature. Maybe because of this intensity and proximity to sex proper, this stage of the progression is given the least independent space in any of the manuals, save perhaps Handlyng synne. The Fasciculus morum of course warns against kissing in its section devoted to the topic – osculum – but it is by far the shortest of all the occasiones luxurie, comprising a mere half page in Wenzel’s edition.​[198]​ Handlyng synne must suffice to explain what kissing could be outside of merely the treacherous and heady step leading to the final act. It is another form of touch, in a sense, and just like touching its danger lies in its ability to incite even greater sexual desire. 
The Deed
	Finally, we come to the deed itself. The Speculum vitae leaves this step out of the formal progression, and likewise it might seem somewhat outside our concerns for what these sources have to say about the sin of lechery anterior to sex. Nevertheless, studying a progression inevitably leads to the question of the expected end result. The obvious culmination is a sex act; specifically, illicit intercourse. None of the manuals discuss the steps as part of courtship leading to marriage: the end result is some or other type of fornication outside of what would be permitted within wedlock.​[199]​ Nor do any of our sources indicate that ‘the deed’ has any separate meaning from the gradations of sexual sins and sinful relationships that they list. So if the deed is illicit sex, then what type of illicit sex is it? Typical of this type of source is to give most of its space within the branches or species of lechery to fornication and adultery, those sexual sins that were also the most prosecuted in the courts.​[200]​ This is true for several of our handbooks as well, and it would certainly make sense as the culmination of the gradus amoris.​[201]​
 	The handbooks give several hints as to why the deed comes about, and the progression to this final step often seems inevitable. The devil is often named as the instigator and guide through the steps of love. Immediately following its second recitation of the stages of love, Des coninx summe explains:
	Al behendelike ende subtilike doet die duvel vanden enen totten anderen comen, dattet 	die luden selve ten eersten niet en merken noch dicke ghenen wille en hebben, daer si 	doch ten lesten toe comen.​[202]​
The Speculum vitae also identifies the devil as the culprit, explaining that he slyly leads a man through the steps to the final deed.​[203]​ If a force as powerful as the devil is leading one through the stages of love, and the person involved can be so led against his or her will and perhaps without even an awareness of what is occurring until it is too late, then how is one to avoid such a seemingly inevitable end result? The Speculum vitae urges its readers that if they wish to impede the wiles of the devil then they must guard their eyes first and foremost.​[204]​ Thus the possibility of extracting oneself once the progression has begun seems very slight. The steps of the gradus amoris can be traversed so easily that the deed comes on without much warning, and the culmination of this progression is always a deadly sin.
Lechery in heart
	The second significant organizing principle that Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae employ is that of a division between ‘lechery in heart’ and ‘lechery in body,’ and then an explication of each one individually. The division between lechery in heart and in body is a common distinction in many such handbooks, appearing explicitly in both the Summa vitiorum and Somme le roi and several of their various adaptations. The Summa vitiorum makes the distinction between “impurity of heart and of body” under the first chapter of part two:  “the species of lechery,” but the mention of sin in the heart is little more than a segue to Peraldus’s real interests, in his delineation of the species in the body.​[205]​ Some of the manuals based on the Summa vitiorum, including the Spieghel der sonden, dispensed with this distinction altogether.​[206]​ Nevertheless, most of the handbooks at least give us some sense of internal sexual desire occurring prior to or without fornication that can be compared to ‘lechery in heart.’​[207]​
	The Speculum vitae explains that lechery in heart occurs through thought.​[208]​ This specification does not appear in Des coninx summe, but seems evident from the steps in the sequence in which lechery in heart occurs. Like the stages of love, lechery in heart also consists of a progression. The Speculum vitae identifies four degrees of lechery in heart: thought, delight, consenting of reason, and finally yearning “to do þat ille.”​[209]​ Des coninx summe identifies nearly the same four degrees of lechery in the heart, each worse than the previous.​[210]​ The first is:
	die invalle ende beeldinghe van onsuverheit, die enen mensce dicke in comen, want die 	gheest 	der vleyscelicheit die vanden vier der oncuuscheit dient, die boet ende stoket in 	des menschen 	herte ende doet eerst die ymaginacien van onreynen lusten invallen.​[211]​
The Speculum vitae provides slightly more information on the “spirit of fleshliness” that incites these unclean thoughts:
	For þe wicked gast þat ay es bisy
	To kyndell þe fyre of litchery
	Within þe hert, whareso he may
	Entre thurgh sleght by any way.​[212]​
Des coninx summe explains that a person often may resist these initial thoughts, which are frequently not even sins. If they are sins, then they are merely venial.​[213]​ The Speculum vitae is not quite so generous as Des coninx summe in specifying that the initial thought might not be a sin at all, but the reader is nonetheless assured that it “es noght yhete bot venyele synne.”​[214]​ In both texts the thoughts are impure, and as they could possibly be sins they are somehow damaging to the person who is engaged in them. Nevertheless, the minor sinfulness attached to them, and the suggestion that a “spirit of fleshliness” could be maliciously implanting the thoughts further reinforces the notion that humans are extremely susceptible to these initial stirrings of sexual desire.​[215]​ 
	The second step in the progression is delight, or lingering on these thoughts with pleasure. Des coninx summe argues that “al en woude hi oec twerc niet doen om alle die werelt,” a man who dwells on these thoughts is certainly committing a sin.​[216]​ The Speculum vitae credits the duration of the lingering, and Des coninx summe the pleasure derived from it, as measures of whether this delight constitutes a deadly sin.​[217]​ As Des coninx summe makes clear, this step has nothing to do with whether or not one has any intention of carrying out the physical sin if the opportunity would present itself. That aspect appears in the next stage – consent. For the Speculum vitae, it is consent of reason (‘Skille’) and for Des coninx summe it is consent of heart, but the distinction in terms is insignificant as the latter claims that consent of heart consists of “willens ende wetens.”​[218]​ In both manuals, consent always represents a deadly sin.​[219]​
	The final stage is yearning to fulfill these lecherous desires. In Speculum vitae, it is a “brynnand Yehrning þat a man has til a litcherous dede,” whereas in Des coninx summe the fourth impurity of the heart is simply “begheerte totten sonden.”​[220]​ Both of the manuals, following the Somme le roi, then specify how many times a day a man commits a deadly sin in his heart through this yearning. For the Speculum vitae, the number is perhaps nine or ten; for Des coninx summe, it is more than 20 times a day.​[221]​ According to our texts, this is caused by the sight of women, who dress themselves up for male attention. Indeed, it is within the conclusions of their sections on ‘lechery in heart’ that Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae include their extensive admonitions against women adorning themselves, which are discussed under ‘sight’ above. Despite the brevity of the Summa vitiorum’s description of lechery in heart, it does include these same two points: beautiful women are the cause of lechery in heart, and due to the sight of women a man commits a deadly sin many times a day.​[222]​ Though the Spieghel der sonden does not maintain the Peraldian distinction between lechery in heart and in body, it nevertheless attributes at least as much potency to the sight of women. Many become aware of their lusts when they see stunning women adorned. The deceit of this evil pleasure can build until a man’s heart is overcome and his will succumbs to the advice of his eyes. Reason is no match for this temptation.​[223]​
	Handlyng synne is also concerned with the sight of women inspiring lust, and it deals at some length with lechery in thought. Just after reciting the species of lecherous acts, Mannyng relates the story of Saint Benet, who wrapped himself in thorns to relieve his persistent lecherous thoughts of a beautiful woman whom he had seen.​[224]​ Within this exemplum Mannyng explains:
	þe fend may nat but tempte þy wyl:
	þyself behoveþ þe dede fulfyl.​[225]​
The tale is provided as an example of the fight against the flesh, one of man’s enemies, but it reveals an important point. The devil may constantly be presenting man with temptations, but it is man’s responsibility if he follows through on these urges. Mannyng makes it very clear that lecherous temptations are introduced by the devil either through sight or the implanting of a thought.​[226]​ If this thought of lechery enters just once by chance, then it may be a matter of small penance. The penance will be larger if it is a matter of habit.​[227]​ Whatever initial thoughts the devil might inspire, if a man does not invite them and remains opposed to them then they might not be sins, simply because they cannot be helped. The demarcation between the first and second steps of ‘lechery in heart’ thus refer to the willingness of a person – though always represented as a man if gender is specified – to invite and entertain lecherous thoughts that in themselves are a part of the human condition.
	Just as in the Speculum vitae and Des coninx summe, dwelling on this initial thought in Handlyng synne is the second, graver step into internal lechery. But in the case of Handlyng synne, the feared outcome is that the lecherous thought, given strength by being dwelled upon often, will appear in one’s dreams.​[228]​ If an impure thought does appear in a dream, it is an indication that one has been lingering on it while awake and it is a grave sin.​[229]​ Furthermore, extensive lecherous thoughts can indicate a further progression into sin in will:
	For 3if þou myghtest, þou wldest do.
	þy wyl consenteþ weyl þar to.
	þou art a lechour yn þat cas.​[230]​
When a man is dreaming of lechery then he has at least progressed to the stage of delight, which is a small step from consent. If there is any hint that he might give into these desires if he had the opportunity, then he essentially already has.
	If the individual steps of the gradus amoris could at times be conflated with each other or otherwise indistinct, then the stages of lechery in heart are perhaps even more difficult to differentiate. The internal thoughts and feelings that comprise this progression are a matter of individual reflection and the judgment of one’s confessor. And the issue of utmost importance for those who might administer penance was whether a sin was venial or deadly. As the difference between the two was literally the difference between (eternal) life and death, confessors had to make sure that they understood the intricacies of the distinctions in order to capably inform their parishioners.​[231]​ Only the deadly sins had to be confessed and atoned for in life; the rest could be dealt with in purgatory if unresolved. Theologians such as Jean Gerson agonized over the particular division, and it emerged in many of the treatises on the seven deadly sins. Gerson argued that the seven deadly sins were not necessarily deadly; they could be committed in a manner so as to be merely venial.​[232]​ The difference between mortal and venial sins in later medieval teaching is often consent of the will. Desire in the mind alone can be a deadly sin; if the will to sin is present but the opportunity does not arise, it is still a mortal sin. Indeed, some actions could be free from sin while thoughts in themselves could be deadly sins.​[233]​ Many scholastic theologians were even more concerned with inner motives for sin than for the sinful acts themselves.​[234]​ 
	This common medieval emphasis on interior motive has not doubt contributed to the emphasis of modern scholarship on internal desire in lechery when the focus is not on particular sex acts or relationships. The handbooks themselves do not give much indication of where the precise partition is drawn between venial and deadly sin within one’s head, other than emphasizing consent. The Fasciculus morum claims that the difference between venial and deadly sins is a matter of priorities. Citing Augustine, the author explains that a venial sin involves loving another person or worldly thing too much, but still less than God. If one puts something or someone of this world before God, however, then the sin becomes deadly.​[235]​ Des coninx summe also claims that putting our hope or belief in another creature before God is a deadly sin following the first commandment, which might suggest a similar demarcation.​[236]​ Like Jan van Brederode, Jan de Weert discusses the difference between venial and deadly sins in the section on the Decalogue. The first three commandments forbid sins against God – these are deadly sins. Offenses against others, which comprise the other commandments, are venial sins unless they cause harm to another. Jan de Weert does not discuss interior sin, but our other manuals often place the distinction between venial and deadly sins with a person’s intentions, rather than necessarily with an action accompanying the will to sin. There is no obvious, overriding agreement between these handbooks on where the line between sin and not-sin, and between venial and deadly sin, is to be drawn when discussing internal desires.
	Nevertheless, there is often an external marker indicating that someone has reached at least the second stage – or in any case a clearly sinful state – in the internal series of four. Just as sight is most often the initial impetus for the gradus amoris as well as lechery in heart, speech is another important element that often features prominently in both progressions. Although the author of the Fasciculus morum uses the gradus amoris as a general organizational scheme for the sin of lechery before fornication, within the section on visus he gives an alternative progression. Citing Augustine, he writes: “a shameless eye is the messenger for a shameless heart because it often announces evil and ugly things to the heart.” The author of then identifies these things as “carnal desires and the like,” before elucidating a further sequence:
	Quibus a corde receptis, et cor ipsa ad portam oris transmittit discucienda per verba 	luxuriosa que prolata et discussa ut communiter ad actum tendunt.​[237]​
In this progression, the heart is inserted between sight and speech and the intervening steps between speech and the deed in the gradus amoris are skipped. We have already seen that the gradus amoris is not always a stable progression, so moving directly to the deed after speech is not necessarily surprising. The suggestion of more import is that by the time any lecherous words are uttered, the heart is already tainted. Handlyng synne explains:
	Of foule herte cumþ foule þoght,
	Of foule þoght, foule wrdes are broght.​[238]​
Speaking of lechery reveals the impurity of one’s heart and thoughts. The author of the Fasciculus morum gives a striking visual aid when he compares lecherous words to smoke issuing from a house. The smoke is a sure sign that there is a fire within; similarly, lecherous words demonstrate that the fire of lechery is burning within the speaker.​[239]​
	The Nieuwe doctrinael emphasizes deception in speech, as we have seen above, which indicates that the speaker already has ill intent in mind. Nevertheless, it is the only of our handbooks that presents difficulty in distinguishing an interior type of lecherous sinning. Perhaps this is because it is the only manual that may be exclusively directed to the laity. When Handlyng synne addresses sinning in thought, it appears that its admonitions might be especially meant for the clergy and religious. Just before he describes interior sin, Robert Mannyng notes that the clergy should be chaste in both heart and body. He acknowledges that God “spekeþ comounly to vs alle,” but then clarifies “þogh he kalle alle comounly” some “are kalled more specyaly” such as bishops, priests and “ouþer relygyones.”​[240]​ Mannyng often marks a change between direct address to specific audiences, and in this section there is no sign that he is turning back to the laity before he warns of lechery in thought and will. The apparent softening of the injunction against lechery in heart that several of these manuals present to the laity is reflected in canon law as well. As James Brundage has found:
	Although authoritative canonists acknowledged that deliberate lust (studiosa 	concupiscentia) was a moral crime for the laity, they counted it as a far more serious 	offense for clerics.​[241]​
The Speculum vitae does not soften the provision against the laity within ‘lechery in heart,’ but in a later section on the virtue of chastity, it makes clear that the stain of lechery is more detestable and dangerous for a cleric, who must be chaste in heart and body, than a layman.​[242]​ These manuals also emphasize how common lecherous temptations are and how seemingly impervious to resistance. Much of this is attributed to the role of the devil, and man often seems like his helpless pawn. This does not diminish the sinfulness of lecherous thoughts amongst the laity, but perhaps the more severe injunctions of the monastic and university authorities that much of this teaching sprang from is not quite as pertinent to the laity – for whom marriage would be normal if not absolutely anticipated – as it would be to those who would be expected to lead a chaste life.
Lechery in body
	Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae both connect ‘lechery in body’ with parts of the body and their reactions to external sensory stimuli. They do so by listing body parts where it can occur, specifically mentioning the five senses, and implicating other sensual pleasures – such as excessive food and soft bedding – with lechery. Above all, however, lechery in the body consists of the sex act itself. Both manuals based on the Somme le roi specify that lechery in body is “especially” concerned with the deed.​[243]​  Their short sections on lechery in body conclude with the listing of fourteen branches of lecherous deeds, mostly based on the status of the people who are engaged in them.​[244]​ Just as in the culmination of the gradus amoris, the expected outcome of lechery in body – in this case a progression instigated by and facilitated by the senses – is illicit sexual intercourse.
	Before the introduction of the branches of illicit sex, however, the manuals give us some idea of how the senses are pivotal gateways to lechery in deed. The Speculum vitae begins by recounting the parts of the body where lechery can occur. It maintains the sequence of the Somme le roi – eyes, ears, mouth, hands, and “expeciaument de l’euvre vilainne” – an order which clearly evinces a parallel with the gradus amoris.​[245]​ Des coninx summe provides essentially the same listing of body parts, except that the mouth occurs before the ears.​[246]​ Nevertheless, even the order in Des coninx summe reflects the stages of love somewhat, if we remember that both the speaker and listener are implicated in the ‘speech’ stage of the lines of love. It would be redundant to name the mouth a second time to correspond to kissing, but Des coninx summe does go on to say that all parts of the body are implicated. We already saw how in the gradus amoris and ‘lechery in heart’ sight and then speech (or conversation) clearly make up the first two steps of a progression. The delineation of ‘lechery in body’ is no different. The eyes and their corresponding sense are first, followed by the ears and mouth (in some order), and then the hands and all the rest of the body. Both manuals specify that lechery in ‘the rest of the body’ lies in the deed itself.
	The idea that the inception of lechery is based in sensory experience and that the culmination of sensual pleasure is sex is not unique to this type of source. At least since the writings of the Church Fathers, the senses had been understood as the primary portal to stirring feelings of sexual lust. Ambrose noted that sensory perception forms “the seat and abode and enticement of lust – in the eyes, the ears, the nostrils, the mouth…”​[247]​ He and Jerome warned of all physical sensations leading to sex, as fornication is the quintessence of bodily experience.​[248]​ This association of excessive sensory pleasure – often but not always sexual – with lechery (luxuria) has an etymological basis and a long history that persisted well into the period of our handbooks.​[249]​ Nicholas Trevet, a contemporary of at least the first of our authors, writes in his commentary on Ovid that luxuria can be “in sexual matters ... in matters of food and drink, [or]… in choice of clothing.”​[250]​ This association between bodily pleasures of other sorts with the sexual is evident in several of the manuals, which warn against excessive food or drink, clothing or bedding that is too soft as direct precursors to sexual lechery.​[251]​
	Sensory stimulation does not just pose a danger to the body, but can also lead to lechery in heart. Portraying the five senses as gates or windows to the heart or soul had become extremely common in moral literature by the thirteenth century.​[252]​ This allusion appears in both Des coninx summe and the Speculum vitae in their sections on chastity – the most common remedial virtue for lechery.​[253]​ In describing how to lead a chaste life, they list all of the senses again and explain that they constitute the portals to the heart – windows through which the devil can gain access to a person’s heart.​[254]​ The Fasciculus morum explains that the external senses, while part of the soul, are located on the border “inter regnum anime, ubi princeps est recta racio, et regnum mundi, cuius princeps est diabolus.”​[255]​ Therefore, guarding the senses is of the utmost importance for the protection of one’s heart and soul. 
	The association of the senses as entryways to the heart was especially pronounced for sight, as the eyes were most easily and often associated with windows.​[256]​ The author of the Fasciculus morum suggests that sight is particularly vulnerable because it is the most direct line to the heart or soul; it can be struck from a further distance than the other senses; and it is the most necessary of the senses for daily living and thus the most difficult to protect, but also the most precious.​[257]​ Other manuals – while not delineating so many reasons involving its specific sensory aspects – nevertheless bolster the notion that sight is the most vulnerable sense. The Spieghel der sonden also points out the direct link between the eyes and the heart, with the latter damaged by “venom” that enters through the former.​[258]​ Although other senses warrant some description in our sources, none are so emphasized and so clearly identified with sensory experience as sight. Just as in the gradus amoris and ‘lechery in heart,’ sight is the first and most prominent stage in ‘lechery in body’ before consummation.
Conclusions on the content and structure
	The progressions into sexual sin – they always seem to be represented as a sequence whether it is the gradus amoris, lechery in heart or lechery in body – each have a major organizational theme: one is a mirroring of courtship, but with a negative end; another is the internal struggle (within one’s heart, mind, or soul – or some conflation of the three) against temptation; and the last is a natural vulnerability to the external senses. Although they each deal with separate aspects of temptation, they clearly overlap and can be occurring simultaneously. Internal struggles against sin are coexistent with sensory and social temptations, and the devil is instrumental in spurring temptation in all of these processes along the way. The editor of Des coninx summe, D.C. Tinbergen, finds it curious that so many conflicting schemes of lechery are given in the text, saying that these must surely represent excerpts of three separate sources pieced together. Tinbergen explains that Gregory’s definition of luxuria as an excessive love of fleshly pleasure and the explanation of the six manners the devil lures men with this sin (the gradus amoris) do not seem to coalesce with the division that follows between the sin of lechery in the heart and in the body; nor do either of these two lead easily into the handbook’s tree metaphor with its branches of certain sexual acts ordered by severity.​[259]​ While Tinbergen may be correct that these differing approaches to lechery may have come from various sources, the overall message is cohesive.
	Early editors are not the only ones tempted to criticize a perceived lack of coherence within the sources. Bonnie Kent, a specialist in medieval philosophy, remarks that the author of the Fasciculus morum, by presenting multiple and contradictory definitions of the vice of lust derived from various auctores, is merely cataloguing different ideas without any concern over which might be preferable. She claims that any "contemporary theologian with academic ambitions" would never "have offered such a potpourri of definitions without making an effort to sort them out and suggest some underlying, dominant, rationale.”​[260]​ The dependence of these manuals on authorities and divisions might seem to align them with scholastic commentary – and through this superficial similarity make them vulnerable to the criticism of modern philosophers, but in fact the presentation is quite different. In scholastic distinctions, seemingly antithetical ideas of different authorities are often placed alongside one another and eventually shown to concur.​[261]​ When our manuals invoke different authorities, generally no attempt is made to reconcile their various views. Instead, these handbooks merely share an enthusiasm for division and subdivision with the scholastic summa and sentence commentary. D.L. D’Avray has called this ‘the subdividing mentality’ to distinguish it from a more properly ‘scholastic’ method of division.​[262]​
	What some scholars might find unacceptable or inexplicable in terms of a clear doctrine could have been perfectly suited to a medieval lay audience. This audience, seeking guidance in matters of sin and confession, might have derived more benefit not from a rigorously scholastic analysis of certain aspects of sin, but in a cornucopia of ideas, images and examples. The multiple – and perhaps to a critical theological, philosophical or scientific mind inexcusably conflicting -  explanations of sexual desire and the progression into lecherous sin could have been more appropriate for a varied audience, for which  - depending on the individual - different ideas or images would have resonated. Indeed, there is much evidence within the manuals themselves that they are trying to connect the material they have inherited to the particular needs of their prospective audience.
	Many of the alterations we find from the original sources could be considered to be an attempt at making this didactic material more relevant to the potential readers or listeners to the message that the handbooks provide. As we have seen above, there is much variability among the sources concerning aspects of women’s dress, and at least in some of these manuals this variance almost certainly reflects styles popular in regionally at a particular time.  In addition, both Handlyng synne and the Nieuwe doctrinael localize exempla to places that might have been familiar to their audiences. Particular professions, items of trade and descriptions of food and drink also vary from source to source. Even if many of the theological and philosophical ideas remained static, the particular message was often adapted to reflect variance regionally, diachronically or otherwise. The potential import of some differences between the sources will be explored in the next chapter, but it is crucial to remember that these materials, while derived from similar sources, did not always give a consistent and homogenous interpretation of life, sin or an idea of self. Although they may correspond thematically on the whole, their messages were no more static or monolithic than medieval society itself.


Chapter two: the social road to sin
	The didactic handbooks, as we have seen in the previous chapter, discuss multiple progressions into the sin of lechery. Several social interactions, such as illustrated in the gradus amoris topos, occur before fornication. The idea of such a sequence that ultimately leads to sexual intercourse is not unique to manuals teaching about sin. Although the social interactions making up such a progression are important to decipher, there is also a level of textual interaction occurring between literature discussing love and that which is discussing sin. While didactic sources such as these have often been examined for what influence the ideas they espouse have had on secular literature, the same attention has not been given to how these manuals in turn may have been influenced by other types of sources.​[263]​ This chapter aims to explore this intertextuality between the handbooks and other genres of literature employing similar progressions. By comparing explanations of social interactions prior to sex among the various traditions, we can better understand the aims of these manuals and perhaps even something of the social milieus in which they were written. 
Gradus amoris revisited
	Returning to the first distinction in the Somme le roi and its offspring – the steps of sin from sight to fornication – we have a progression that was common to many of the didactic manuals as well as secular literature. Ovid first intimated that there were certain stages to love in his Ars amoris, and Horace later suggested that there might be five of them, but the first evidence we have of these five stages being identified by name is in commentaries on Horace in late antiquity.​[264]​ By the end of the twelfth century, the traditional, five-step gradus amoris “ had become a commonplace appearing not only in the Latin love poetry of the schools, rhetorical handbooks, but even in biblical commentaries, preachers’ manuals, guides to confessors, and synodical statutes.”​[265]​ Although the Somme le roi, with its tremendous popularity, may have broadened the association between the gradus amoris and didactic-theological materials, the stages of love had already appeared in Alain de Lille’s Summa de arte praedicatoria a century earlier.​[266]​ The gradus amoris is so customary in medieval writing on love and lust that the twelfth-century grammarian Matthew of Vendôme corrects Ovid by adding the steps that he ‘missed’ in his account of Jupiter and Io in Metamorphoses, because, according to Matthew, the pagan author “seems to interrupt or telescope the order of the action..”​[267]​ 
	We might find it curious that the same topos would be repeated in both love literature and didactic treatises on sin, but the shared usage would most likely not appear strange to a medieval audience. By the fourteenth century, the teaching of pagan authors alongside Scripture and the Church Fathers was well-established in the university curriculum. The methods of commentary used to allegorically interpret pagan writers within a Christian world-view were already fully developed by the mid-thirteenth century. Mythological fiction circulated alongside Christian writings and the former, with an abundance of glosses, became integrated into a system of Christian ethics.​[268]​ And for matters of love and lust, there could be no more appropriate classical authority than Ovid himself, “the foremost magister of love.”​[269]​ Ovid’s lurid love stories and instructions for seduction may seem out of place in the curriculum of the medieval university, intended foremost to train clerics who would ultimately take a vow of celibacy. Nevertheless, myriad medieval glosses brought Ovid’s writings into a Christian moral frame. In the medieval means of classifying classical texts, his erotic love poetry was at times even placed under ethics. This was due to its supposed function of encouraging licit love and identifying illicit love to be avoided. Ovid could even sometimes be seen as a “stalwart defender of chastity.”​[270]​ Due to these interpretations, Ovid’s writings gained legitimacy in university teaching, and were reiterated to a lay public in various formats.​[271]​ 
	Thus when John Gower reprised several Ovidian love stories in his late-fourteenth century Confessio amantis, it was not at all unusual that he situated them within the moral framework of the seven deadly sins.​[272]​ Gower was encouraging a similar contrast as the scholastic commentators on Ovid had long made – between ‘honeste love’ – associated with marriage, reason and what is natural – and that which is unreasonable, unnatural and outside of marriage. Gower’s admixture of pagan love poetry and Christian moral literature would have appeared entirely compatible to an educated medieval reader.​[273]​ Similarly, the Fasciculus morum and Spieghel der sonden could cite Ovid when warning their audiences that idleness can lead to lechery without fearing any confusion that they might be advocating amorous conquest.​[274]​ It is likewise not surprising that the stages of love found explicitly in several of our handbooks were also a commonplace in romance, love poetry and treatises on love. 
	Because the gradus amoris topos was common to such a wide variety of sources, it may be possible to draw some additional conclusions about the intentions of our authors by comparing the way they used the topos with the manner in which it was used in these other types of writings. Although most sources followed the standard five-step progression of looking, speaking, kissing, touching, and the deed, the sequence was never so static as to inhibit variation.​[275]​ Regardless of Matthew of Vendôme’s criticism of Ovid for not properly elucidating the gradus amoris, Matthew himself discarded the stages of kissing and touching, elaborating a different six-stage progression: sight, lust, approach, conversation, flattery, and consummation.​[276]​ André the Chaplain, in his treatise on amorous conquest, replaced the traditional sight and speech stage of the gradus amoris with giving hope, although the former two may have been implied by his extensive attention to them elsewhere in De amore.​[277]​ 
	The desire and initiative of the male protagonist are of paramount importance in secular literature. When our sources discourage lust, they typically characterize it as a sinful pleasure to be avoided; however, in love literature this stage could be tantamount to (exquisite) torment. Far from wrangling with desire as a sin, the protagonists of these lyrics were typically trying to overcome their fearfulness in approaching the women whose appearance had provoked their agonizing desire.​[278]​ This hesitation extended the distance between the passive stage of sight and the active stage of speech, leaving room for a prolonged (if unarticulated) intermediary stage of internal desire, and emphasized the importance of the first two stages to the comparative neglect of the rest. Thus the extended treatment of sight and speech, the conflation or outright neglect of touching and kissing, and the almost complete avoidance of any description of the deed itself are not at all unique to our handbooks.​[279]​ 
	The differences, however, are far greater than the similarities. The disparity in the representation of desire between love literature and the handbooks is quite marked. Even if in the lyrics it entails suffering, the suffering is in itself positive and even pleasurable.​[280]​ Desire also entails agony in romance, but it could often be an inspiration for the protagonist to make himself more worthy of the lady’s love. The suffering is a trial, and love cannot exist – or at least be proven – without it.​[281]​ Lingering in desire in our manuals, however, is the second stage in the progression of ‘lechery in heart,’ and it is always a sin. The type of languishing in desire that is relished in secular literature would surely be considered a deadly sin by either of the criteria our manuals give: the duration of the lingering or the pleasure derived from it.
	Another obvious difference lies in the stage of speaking. In love lyrics it represents a victory in overcoming great apprehension and an important step in acquiring one’s beloved, whereas in our didactic handbooks it is a further step into sin and confirmation of a heart already stained with lechery.​[282]​ The male speakers in Handlyng synne and the Nieuwe doctrinael are not searching for the gentlest way to approach a lady, but are lying in wait for women with trickery and false promises – no hesitance is mentioned on the part of an assertive and deceptive speaker. The handbooks often mention flattery as a grave sin – even with its own category among the ‘sins of the tongue,’ whereas Matthew of Vendôme makes it a proper step in the progression.​[283]​
	Another important distinction between the gradus amoris in our manuals and in love literature involves the difficulty in stopping the progression once it has ensued. In several of our sources, the progression seems almost inevitable. The devil, in effect, becomes the protagonist, leading people unwittingly into ever graver sexual sin. Secular literature, on the other hand, has a clearly human (male) protagonist who could be thwarted before he reaches the desired culmination of the progression. The possibility that he will not gather the nerve to approach the object of his desire is often heightened by his hesitation. Above all, however, is the risk that the lady will not assent to his advances. She could easily extract herself from the progression before consummation, creating additional tension in the text.​[284]​ The six handbooks do not rule out an exit among one of the steps, but they do not specifically allow for it either. Once the step of sight has been embarked upon, there is a good chance that the man has already experienced lecherous thoughts and that the woman has also sinned for causing them through her appearance. The obvious further sin is fornication, and perhaps the rest of the stages are comparatively minor gradations. If secular literature is providing a guide for how courtship should proceed, the manuals are providing a warning against the final outcome.
	This is perhaps the most important distinction between our sources and other types of literature employing the gradus amoris topos: the anticipated conclusion of the progression. Although Ovid’s love poetry had left no doubt that sexual consummation was the ultimate goal of seduction, medieval writings could be more ambiguous. André the Chaplain’s treatise, while obviously deriving much inspiration and material from Ovid, left the possibility open that sexual intercourse was not necessarily the desired outcome.​[285]​ Nevertheless, for André the stages were not the path to marriage, but to illicit encounters. After proceeding to inform his reader how to properly progress through them to coitus, he vehemently rejects all sex in a later book.​[286]​ Few medieval sources on love are as enigmatic as André’s De amore, however, and for some the ideal conclusion to the stages of love is marriage.
	This is emphatically the case for one late medieval treatise on love, Der minnen loep (The course of love). The author, Dirc Potter (c. 1370-1428), served at the court of the count of Holland his entire adult life, eventually climbing the ranks to become the count’s secretary.​[287]​ Like his near contemporary John Gower, Potter moralizes much Ovidian material to teach his audience the difference between appropriate and inappropriate types of love.​[288]​ Der minnen loep is divided into four books, each one dealing with a separate type of sexual love: foolish, good, illicit, and licit.​[289]​ Book II on ‘good love’ (rechte minne) includes a gradus amoris, the fourth step of which, consummation, can only occur within marriage – the ‘licit love’ of Book IV.​[290]​  The interrelationship of the sections is explained by A.M.J. van Buuren:
	The four books are contrasted two by two: the ‘foolish’ love of Book I is set against the  	‘good’ love of II, and the ‘illicit’ love of III against the ‘licit’ of IV, while at the same 	time I runs parallel to III and II to IV – the ‘licit’ love of Book IV actually constitutes the 	highest of the four stages of the ‘good’ love of II.​[291]​
Although van Buuren does not explicitly state it, an implication is that the if the fourth book is a completion of the second, then the third book on ‘illicit love’ can be seen as the possible culmination of the ‘foolish love’ of the first. Potter’s use of the gradus amoris topos, listing of sexual sins, and description of ‘ghecke’ (foolish) love in the same terms we see in our manuals allows for some fruitful comparisons. There are simply too many similarities for them to be coincidental, and an obvious shared textual heritage makes the differences that much more revealing.
	The foolish love (ghecke minne) of the first book of Der minnen loep is characterized as unrestrained (onghetemperde), hot (hete), burning (bernende), and fiery (vuerighe).​[292]​ The semblance of descriptors – first and foremost the term ‘ghecke’ for this category of love, but also the likeness to fire and excess that Der minnen loep and our sources share is remarkable. The description is of an uncontrolled and burning passion, which Potter condemns just as pointedly as the didactic handbooks. Potter’s advice in avoiding foolish love is to be patient, temperate and sensible; principally, he seems to be concerned with avoiding entering a relationship hastily.​[293]​ Foolish love clearly consists of lecherous desires and impulses and, appropriately enough, it leads to a listing of types of illicit love in Book III. Above all, illicit love consists of sodomy, bestiality, and incest; but within this section Potter also adds rape and the love of Jews or pagans.​[294]​ The obvious parallels between Potter’s warnings against foolish love and those of our manuals, as well as his recounting of ‘sexual sins’ or types of illicit love, leave little doubt that he was familiar with similar confessional literature.
	In Der minnen loep, the categories of illicit love do not exactly mirror any lists in our handbooks, but there are obvious points of overlap. Potter also describes ongheoerlofde minne as vuyl, much as we see lechery repeatedly identified as in the Nieuwe doctrinael.​[295]​ Potter’s first category of illicit love is against nature, and it is because of this sin that God completely wiped out five cities.​[296]​ This example appears in several of our manuals as well.​[297]​ The second type of illicit love is bestiality. Potter notes that both of these are not actually love at all, and they are both against nature.​[298]​ The third category, however, is not against nature, and could be considered love even though it is a deadly sin. This is incest, which was only acceptable for a while until the descendants of Adam and Eve could populate the earth; now, it is abominable.​[299]​ In addition, Potter assigns a virtue to each of the four stages of licit love that leads to good love in marriage: the first is temperance; the second is wisdom; the third is fortitude; and the fourth step – which refers the audience to Book IV on good love – is justice. In turn, each of these virtues is personified and given clothing of a certain color (green, white, red and blue, in turn).​[300]​
	More evidence that Potter’s writing was heavily inspired by religious-didactic manuals comes from the fact that he himself wrote a treatise on the virtues a few years after Der minnen loep. Borrowing its name and structure from the popular Italian treatise on the virtues (and their opposing vices) Fiore di Virtù, Potter’s Blome der doechden retains all of the 29 chapters from its exemplar and supplements them with an additional 16 virtues and vices.​[301]​ Chastity and lechery had appeared in the Fiore, and so they remain in Blome der doechden, with a small amount of elaboration. Just as the Fasciculus morum and the Spieghel der sonden warn their audiences that idleness leads to lechery, Potter urges his readers to flee idleness for the same reason in the section on chastity in the Blome der doechden, also citing Ovid. Potter departs from our manuals, however, and from his Italian exemplar, when he again insists that many forms of lechery are ‘natural’ sins.​[302]​ This may be implicit in the handbooks – as there is a sexual sin identified specifically as ‘against nature,’ but they do not draw attention to this facet. Indeed, they sometimes present counter-arguments against penitents who might excuse their lecherous behavior as being ‘natural.’​[303]​ Although Potter wishes to provide guidance in love within a Christian moral frame, his insistence on some lecherous acts as ‘natural’ might be counterproductive.
	Another difference is how Potter chooses to distinguish between the categories of good and licit love, on the one hand, and foolish and illicit love on the other. What appears in our manuals as a culmination of the gradus amoris –the listing of sinful sexual actions and relationships – is in Der minnen loep the result of unrestrained, disordered desire completely separate from the stages of love. Thus, despite the overlap in themes and terms, the gradus amoris topos has an entirely different function in Der minnen loep than it does in our handbooks. The obvious explanation for this variance is the divergent purposes of the sources. Potter – or rather the narrator of Der minnen loep – explains that Venus has commanded him to teach young people about love.​[304]​ The authors of our handbooks would have been fully aware of the competing tradition of the gradus amoris as a means to courtship and (possibly) marriage, but their purpose is not to teach about love. Instead, they are concerned with helping people identify and avoid sin.
Authorial intentions
	Two of our manuals identify this competing tradition and their divergent aims explicitly. The author of the Speculum vitae warns the reader that he will not engage in “vayne carpynge” such as “dedes of armes ne of amours, als dose mynstraylles and iestours.”​[305]​  For the author finds such tales about the feats of famous knights and secular love to be nothing more than vanity.​[306]​ Instead, his “carpynge” will be about something far more important, a matter of eternal life for men and women, maidens and wives. He wants to teach them how to follow God’s will by understanding the difference between good and evil, between what they should do and what they should abstain from and how to choose accordingly so they can get to heaven.​[307]​ In the introduction to Handlyng synne, Mannyng states that his intent is to instruct the laity, an audience who might normally be listening to “talys & rymys” told at the tavern, about their sins:
	For lewed* men y vndyr toke 		*unlearned
	On englyssh tonge to make þys boke,
	For many beyn of swyche manere				
	þat talys & rymys wyle bleþly* here		*gladly
	Yn gamys, yn festys, & at þe ale
	Loue men to lestene trotuolale*		*trifles
	þat may falle ofte to velanye
	To dedly synne or outher folye.				
	For swyche men haue y made þys ryme
	 þat they may weyl dyspende here tyme
	And þer yn sumwhat for to here
	To leue al swyche foul manere
	And for to kun knowe þer ynne				
	That þey wene no synne be ynne.​[308]​
Robert Mannyng wants his audience to spend their time thinking about how they might be sinning and how to avoid it, rather than enjoying tales, that – if anything – only compound their sins. He acknowledges that the tales and verse that men may hear at the tavern are enjoyed by many, but he is urging them to depart from such “trotuolale” and instead think to their salvation. Both the Speculum vitae and Handlyng synne are providing instructions against sinning, and an alternative to other types of tales that might lead their audiences into sin. Some of the potentially harmful stories they have in mind undoubtedly also use the gradus amoris as a device to show the entry into sexual love, whether licit or illicit. The authors of the didactic handbooks would have been well aware that their audiences might have been exposed to the lines of love, and they wish to show them how they could also be considered the lines of sin.
	If two of the English manuals provide an interesting comparison because they explicitly mention the types of tales that they are trying to supplant, two of the Middle Dutch sources are at least equally interesting due to the backgrounds of their authors. Jan van Brederode, the author of Des coninx summe, had been married before he entered a Carthusian monastery in Zeelhem, and he returned to lay life afterwards. Indeed, it can be reasonably inferred that one reason for van Brederode and his wife to commit themselves to the religious life in the first place was to escape their mounting debts.​[309]​ And Jan de Weert is our only exclusively lay author. In his introduction to the Nieuwe doctrinael, de Weert explains that he used to write poems that people enjoyed reading for pleasure. Now he wants to tell his audience what they are doing wrong so they can correct their actions and strive towards virtue. While the authors of Handlyng synne and the Speculum vitae seem to show disdain for secular tales – or at the very least to communicate such stories are not important and could be damaging – de Weert appears simply to stress that the message he is presenting in the Nieuwe doctrinael is of the utmost importance. De Weert does not explicitly condemn his earlier forays into (presumably) secular poetry, but he does say that he now wishes to  permanently turn away from his previous endeavors, and instead to teach about sin.​[310]​ An understanding of the differences in presentation between the secular and religious texts, therefore, cannot be based merely on a dichotomy between lay and clerical authorship. It is the intention of the authors, rather, that is of paramount importance.
	Bearing this difference of intention in mind, we can compare Potter’s stages of love and the stages of sin in our handbooks. Just as Jan van Brederode elaborates on his model of the progression in Des coninx summe, Potter introduces several more aspects to the traditional gradus amoris. The first step includes the sight of one another, which occurs in the company of others. The young couple might also converse and touch hands at this stage. The second step occurs in a garden, where they hold hands, pick flowers and talk sweetly to each other before parting with sadness.​[311]​ The second step may last for a long time, indeed so long that some people die without reaching the third.​[312]​ The third step is notably more intimate and explicit than that described by any of the didactic handbooks. It occurs in a room upstairs, often on top of a bed, where the couple kisses, embraces and engages in sweet talk. Kissing on the neck and wrists, and fondling of the breasts are also permitted, as long as it is not too arduous.​[313]​ Potter extends the second – and comparably innocent – step for such duration that death is possible before its completion, but the third step is undoubtedly more intense than any of our handbooks would allow for without quite a large degree of sinfulness. Although Potter frames his love instruction to the young in a Christian moral frame – and one decidedly less ambiguous than that of André the Chaplain – there is nevertheless much more room for detail and eroticism than in texts with an exclusive purpose of moral instruction.
	There are other clear parallels between what our sources are warning against and what Potter is describing as ideal courtship.  In the first step of Der minnen loep, the couple may first encounter each other in the streets. Aside from its repeated emphasis on dances, the Spieghel der sonden is also clearly concerned with meeting or seeing women in the streets as a potential danger.​[314]​ The Nieuwe doctrinael names the streets as a place where young people meet to impress one another, sometimes by day but mostly at night.​[315]​ For Potter the streets are a place of opportunity for the start of the stages of courtship, whereas for our sources they are fraught with potentially damning temptations for the same reason – this is where a couple might meet and begin a romantic liaison. In addition, Potter seems to license trickery and clever wiles for the male protagonist in wooing a lady; while Potter would certainly not advocate false promises of marriage, he does seem to promote a degree of the deceptiveness that Handlyng synne and the Nieuwe doctrinael warn so strongly against.​[316]​
	Several other points of convergence and dissonance between the account in Der minnen loep and the progression of love in the didactic handbooks are worth mentioning. Like Handlyng synne, Der minnen loep identifies a light sort of kissing in the second step, and a more passionate type of kissing accompanying more touching in the third step. We can find this juxtaposition of kissing and touching in a later step in Des coninx summe as well. In addition, Potter stresses the importance of having a (male) confidant for pursuing such a love relationship.​[317]​ Handlyng synne is the only one of our manuals that broaches the topic of a third party abetting an affair, and unsurprisingly it is in negative terms. For Mannyng, noble men are particularly guilty of counseling others in how to commit lechery and helping them to maintain their illicit relationships. These lords are “castel and tour” (castle and tower) erected to protect the lecher, and their banners are squarely raised against the authority of the church. Little wonder that they too will be damned every bit as much as the lecher they are assisting.​[318]​ Clearly both Potter and Mannyng are engaging either a recognized social practice, or literary convention – or both, of having a confidant and abettor in romantic affairs; but again, for the former it is a positive practice whereas for the latter it is sinful. 
	The ordering and elaboration of the stages themselves in Der minnen loep most resembles their treatment in Des coninx summe, while the descriptions of certain elements accessory to the progression – such as the extended treatment of various forms of deceptive language and the role of the confidant – also appear in Handlyng synne. I would like to suggest – extremely cautiously – that another semblance between these two manuals and Potter’s work, which might differ from the other handbooks, is based on social status. Potter spent his life at the court of the count of Holland, while van Brederode belonged to the nobility.​[319]​ Although we do not have much information on Robert Mannyng’s background, he repeatedly castigates amorous knights and proud ladies, and two of the manuscripts Handlyng synne survives in are extremely luxurious, suggesting that at least part of his audience consisted of quite wealthy laity.​[320]​ In Der minnen loep, the stages of love are only suitable for elites, who would have time on their hands. The ‘good love’ that Potter so highly esteems is only attainable by those who live nobly, do good deeds, are of good birth, and noble by nature or by virtuousness.​[321]​ The only one of our manuals to expand and elaborate upon the traditional stages in a clear deviation from its original source is Des coninx summe. Could it be that Handlyng synne and Des coninx summe provide further elaboration of the stages of sin and accompanying social interactions because they are describing a progression of courtship that would have been familiar to elites in their prospective audience, either through practice or literary convention?
	We may have a means to further this possible interpretation. The Fasciculus morum and the Nieuwe doctrinael, as opposed to Handlyng synne and Des coninx summe, could have been written primarily with more common people in mind. The Fasciculus morum has been identified as having an eye to the lower and middle castes of society, although not exclusively.​[322]​ It is notable that while preserving the traditional gradus amoris motif, within the particular sections devoted to the steps of love the Fasciculus morum  veers far afield from the progression of any type of courtship, foolish or not. Instead, the Franciscan author is concerned particularly with whores and other women who are off-limits to the conscientious Christian man. In the Fasciculus morum, simple fornication is even said to refer especially to sex with widows, concubines or prostitutes.​[323]​
	Although the Nieuwe doctrinael does not employ the gradus amoris specifically, it does warn of a comparable progression. First young men and women see one another in the streets, dressed up for each other’s attention. Then they may try to speak secretly together, which often leads to (repeated) fornication.​[324]​ Jan de Weert’s private encounter could involve all the steps that Potter identifies, but they are not elucidated. Instead, the progression seems very quickly to lead to sex once the couple is alone together. As there is evidence that the target audience of the Nieuwe doctrinael could have consisted of the rising merchant class –its audience was undoubtedly urban – perhaps Jan de Weert’s advice is not primarily intended for elites with enough time on their hands for an extended and complicated courtship.​[325]​
	Speculative questions about social status aside, the gradus amoris – or similar progressions into love or sin – allowed room for much variation within both secular and didactic literature. Lionel Friedman suggests that by the later Middle Ages the gradus amoris had “ceased to form a progressive, dynamic order.”​[326]​ He bases this on his observation that Chaucer, when using the topos in his Parson’s tale, repeats the steps, but instead of suggesting a progression they simply become the “devil’s five fingers.”​[327]​ If Friedman were familiar with Des coninx summe and Der minnen loep, surely his opinion would be different. Even for sources such as Handlyng synne and the Nieuwe doctrinael, where the progression into lechery is not so clearly identified with the gradus amoris, there is a definite sense that elucidating a sequence of social interactions that could lead to fornication is imperative to their warning.
Anticipated outcomes
	Just as social circumstances may influence the precise presentation of a progression into love or sin, so might they have an influence on its outcome. Dirc Potter’s guide to love accentuates immoderate thoughts leading to excessive sexual desire, just as André the Chaplain’s had before him, and both consider marital relations as comparably comfortable and complacent.​[328]​ Nevertheless, André considers the conjugal relationship to be incompatible with love, whereas for Potter it is the highest ideal of love. And far from the conclusion that André and our handbooks draw from the ultimate goal of the gradus amoris, Potter integrates the stages into proper courtship leading to marriage, and separates immoderate desire as that which leads to deviant sexual behavior. This change in emphasis from André to Potter’s instructions on love is perhaps not unusual considering other currents in history and literature.
	Douglas Kelly identifies a break between earlier and later romances in their depictions of love and the gradus amoris. In the earlier tradition, love was often ideally presented as existing outside of marriage. Later romances, on the other hand, tied love more readily to the institution of marriage. Kelly attributes this to canonists, who by the twelfth century made the consent of both partners – rather than just that of their families – imperative for contracting marriage.​[329]​ In the High Middle Ages, the church began to assert its control of marriage as a sacrament, which met with resistance from the laity who still considered it integral to alliance formation and the control of property.​[330]​ As the concept of marriage as a love relationship freely chosen between a man and a woman – rather than their families – took hold, the possibility of love within marriage strengthened, and this came to be reflected in literature. Indeed, when twelfth century authors rewrote earlier romances, they sometimes altered the gradus amoris to include the consent of both parties and a culmination in marriage, much as we see in Der minnen loep.​[331]​ Both the Middle English and Middle Dutch romance traditions exhibit a strong correlation between love and marriage as well.​[332]​
	The confessional handbooks are not opposed to marriage; although some do iterate the common church teaching that it is an acceptable alternative for those who cannot achieve the ideal of chastity.  The Spieghel der sonden praises God’s great mercifulness in providing man with a partner to be loyal to him. Wives are better than girlfriends, because the latter will take everything they can from men, as they are insecure about their future. And God provides women with husbands who will care and provide for them and their children.​[333]​ At the end of Handlyng synne’s recitation of the “seuene maner synnes” – referred to in other manuals as the species or branches of lechery, the poet advises his audience that if they cannot be chaste, they should take but one spouse and “do no more waste”:
	One on whom 3oure loue wyl be,
	And 3yueþ nat 3our bodyes to alle ylyche fre.​[334]​
By adding his wrapping up of the seven sins after this short promotion of marriage to those who cannot be chaste, Mannyng directly contrasts monogamy and love in marriage with the sexual sins, even the least of which will keep a person from entering heaven.​[335]​ And it is these sins, and not marriage, which in our manuals form the end of a progression such as the gradus amoris.
	In the didactic handbooks the result is never positive, as we have seen, and they sometimes recite a host of reasons for avoiding this illicit end. These admonitions against illicit sex often include descriptions of negative social consequences that these types of relationships can incur. The Fasciculus morum gives several reasons that fornication must be rejected based on the health of human society as a whole. Homicide, wars and infanticide are among other evils that would result from an acceptance of sexual promiscuity.​[336]​ The Spieghel der sonden also cites wars as a potential consequence of extramarital relationships, and identifies several more specifically interpersonal negative outcomes as well.​[337]​ Among these are men abandoning women when they discover that they are pregnant, causing both the women and children to fall into great misfortune. The Spieghel der sonden, like the Fasciculus morum, is concerned that women in this situation might kill their children.​[338]​ Even if the bastard children survive, they are at a disadvantage to the children born into wedlock, who are naturally more learned and better behaved.​[339]​
	All of the manuals are concerned with the unfortunate social consequences of lechery, but the Nieuwe doctrinael provides the most extensive arguments against sexual sins based on the consequences they have for others. Jan de Weert is particularly concerned about women having to turn to prostitution or other illicit relationships due to the behavior of their husbands. He laments married men abandoning their wives and children in order to pursue frivolous relationships with easy women. The wife and children suffer great want and hunger from this, and if the wife then pursues a relationship with another man to alleviate this poverty then it is her husband’s fault: “dus gater vele aen sduvels dans om die vule onreyne luxure.”​[340]​ Some of Jan de Weert’s social warnings turn on women who are sullied or abandoned by men resorting to prostitution.​[341]​ Indeed, women often begin to whore themselves as a direct result of the social progression into sin.​[342]​ While de Weert would certainly not argue that these women are not sinning – indeed they are entering ‘the devil’s dance’ – his repeated cautions do seem to be somewhat sympathetic to their circumstances.  It is precisely these types of unfortunate social circumstances that the handbooks are warning so strongly against when they discuss social interactions that could lead to sex. 





	While scholars have often examined medieval attitudes towards desire as it relates to what our manuals would consider ‘lechery in heart,’ very little attention has been paid to social interactions and external temptations that precede sex. This imbalance is justified, to an extent, as the notions of sexual desire and attention to interiority that were presented to the laity in this period may have been a novel extension of the broadening of sexual discourse in the centuries after the Fourth Lateran Council. Nevertheless, in the manuals themselves internal desire is but one element of lechery before fornication, and it is often dependent upon and occurring simultaneously to social interaction or sensory experience. In contextualizing the internal progression into lechery as just one of the many roads to sin, a medieval sense of self emerges as much more than a ‘desiring subject’ defined in opposition to the authority of the church. Indeed, a preliminary picture of many such selves appears. These selves are all intertwined and responsible to each other, but the view of medieval society itself is anything but monolithic.
	Furthermore, a function of this literature as much more than a tool of self-evaluation in preparation for confession is clearly evident. At least within the sections on lechery, before or without fornication, a warning against falling into sin is at least as apparent as guidance in determining where sin has occurred. By providing illustrations of the many steps that could lead into the sin of lechery, these handbooks give their audiences an awareness of how to avoid going down these paths themselves. Granted, the progression into sin often seems inevitable once the process has begun and sin – and even deadly sin – can occur quite early in the sequence. This may indeed seem like a harsh message that would encourage guilt and scrupulosity in confession. Nevertheless, these manuals are not presenting their message in isolation. Several of them are obviously responding to similar progressions in secular literature. If we keep this intertextuality in mind then it is easier to perceive that a crucial message of these manuals is a warning that the steps can lead not only to sin, but also to devastating consequences, rather than the positive conclusion presented by secular literature. The social function of these manuals cannot be seen as merely promoting an internalized guilt – perpetually in need of the consolation of the church - amongst the laity. Instead, the handbooks are purveying a message of temptations and tricksters lying in wait for a moment of weakness. They are writing for an audience that must live in the world and be cognizant of these persistent threats. As we are especially vulnerable to falling into sexual sin, we need to be consistently wary of taking the first steps on a perilous road to lechery.
	As much as this paper has attempted to provide a more balanced analysis of the various influences and temptations in the steps leading to sin, another pertinent influence in all of these progressions has not been fully addressed A large part of this paper has focused on one of the roads to sin, often represented in these sources through the gradus amoris topos. While it is not difficult to see why the handbooks would choose to warn against a chain of social interactions – such as courtship – leading to unfortunate circumstances, the sources give other cautions about external influences that are more challenging to explain. It is clear from these sources that there are other enemies, besides our own flesh and mind, and beyond the role of other humans, who have a great role to play in the incitation and progression of lechery. Whether it is a ‘spirit of fleshliness,’ demons, devils or Satan himself, these diabolical influences appear in nearly every stage of every progression into sexual sin.  As we saw repeatedly, the devil and other malevolent forces are seen to have a great role in leading people to lechery both thought and action.
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Appendix A: Source Descriptions (in alphabetical order)
Des coninx summe
	The first Dutch translation of Somme le roi, Des coninx summe, was rendered by Jan van Brederode (or Rode) when he was in the Carthusian monastery in Zeelhem (near Diest in modern Belgium) in 1408. Another translation appeared in print in 1478.​[344]​ Although in general Des coninx summe follows the text of the Somme le roi quite closely, there are omissions, additions and elaborations to the original. When these occur, it is difficult to say whether they are truly an innovation by Jan van Brederode, as the Somme le roi was a widely popular text and we do not know which particular manuscript of the Somme van Brederode may have had at his disposal.​[345]​ Van Brederode himself, however, admits some small variations between his translation and his French exemplar in the introduction. He attributes the need to add more or less words to language variation, rather than any desire on his part for ingenuity.​[346]​
	Jan van Brederode’s introductory note to his male relation​[347]​ Johan van IJselstein contains not only an overview of the contents, but an attempt to explain the popularity of its French exemplar, which had come to know great international distribution.​[348]​ Des coninx summe follows the Somme in briefly presenting the Decalogue and giving a brief summary of the articles of faith, before delving more enthusiastically into the seven deadly sins. These are followed by a section on the sins of the tongue, the various virtues, the Pater Noster, and the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost.​[349]​ Van Brederode’s translation included the first four parts of the Somme, while the 1478 version supplemented his work with the rest of the treatise.​[350]​ Five prints of the later edition were made before the end of the fifteenth century, two each in Delft and Hasselt and one in Haarlem.​[351]​ The treatise is extant in ten manuscripts and over twenty early printed editions from seven distinct print runs. All but two of the manuscripts contain only the first four tracts – the work of Jan van Brederode – including a brief section on the Decalogue, a short summary of the articles of faith, a much lengthier exposition of the seven capital sins and the sins of the tongue, as well as a chapter on the ars moriendi.​[352]​ In the completed translations these are followed by the various virtues, the Pater Noster, and the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost.​[353]​
Fasciculus morum
	The original Fasciculus morum, now lost, was probably written in the first years of the fourteenth century.​[354]​ Although we can surmise that a Franciscan wrote the treatise, his identity is still very much in doubt.​[355]​ In addition to 28 extant manuscripts, there are numerous mentions of copies that have not survived and excerpts of the work, some extensive, in miscellanies and sermons.​[356]​ Several manuscripts of the Fasciculus morum provide evidence that it was actively used as an aid to preaching, with the inclusion of a list of chapters or an alphabetical index by subject. In addition, in fourteen manuscripts it is found alongside outlines of sermons for Sundays and feast days.​[357]​ Other sermon collections include excerpts from the Fasciculus morum without acknowledging their source specifically.​[358]​ Franciscans alone did not use the Fasciculus morum for their sermons, as it has been found in collections known to have been used by other mendicant orders (Dominicans and Austin friars); nuns, monks, and other large communities of religious; masters and doctors of theology; and secular chaplains and priests.​[359]​ 
	While many of the extant manuscripts are now housed in Cambridge and Oxford, their previous ownership can be positively identified with Norwich, Lincoln, Windsor, Winchester, Durham, Wisbech, and Worcester as well.​[360]​ A manuscript now in Madrid includes none of the English verses and changes a reference to “these large cities, such as London and Coventry” to “such as Lisbon (vlixbone), etc.” and it replaces a mention of the English babeweis with the Spanish bestiones.​[361]​ The copy of the Fasciculus now housed at the Pierpont Morgan Library in New York was copied by the German Franciscan Johannes Sintram of Würzburg while he was studying at Oxford in 1412, and contains German translations of some of the English and Latin verses.​[362]​ Thus the Fasciculus morum travelled at least to all corners of England, most likely to the Iberian Peninsula and perhaps to Germany as well. Although the Fasciculus morum was not designed to be read by a lay public, as a preaching aid its message was nevertheless intended to reach the laity. The introduction of the text makes this clear, by saying that according to law “we are required to preach to the people.”​[363]​ Much of its contents are obviously designed for a lay audience, such as advice on the disciplining of children and proper tithing.​[364]​
	After a brief introduction discussing the vices in general, the Fasciculus morum engages the seven deadly sins individually, immediately followed by their remedial virtues. The seven major divisions of the Fasciculus morum thus successively treat pride and humility (superbia/humilitas); wrath and patience (ira/patientia); envy and love (invidia/caritas); avarice and poverty (avaricia/paupertas); sloth and occupation (accidia/contricio); gluttony and sobriety (gula/sobrietas); and finally lechery and chastity (luxuria/castitas). Within these seven major parts  the vices are treated to some recurring analyses, such as definition, means of detection, illustrative comparisons, division into species, evil effects and reasons they should be shunned. Likewise, the opposing virtues are often expounded by definition, illustration, division into species, and means of procurement. The overarching scheme and rhetoric is largely based on William Peraldus’s hugely influential treatise, the Summa vitiorum.​[365]​
Handlyng synne
	The Gilbertine monk Robert Mannyng of Brunne began Handlyng synne as a translation and free adaptation of the Anglo-French Manuel des pechiez in 1303. The author hailed from Bourne in Lincolnshire, and probably entered the Gilbertine order as a boy. He likely studied at Cambridge in the late thirteenth century when the Gilbertine’s had use of St. Edmund’s Priory there. At the time Mannyng wrote the prologue to Handlyng synne, he had lived in the Gilbertine priory of Sempringham for 15 years, most likely from 1302-1317, and it is the latter year in which he appears to have finished the treatise.​[366]​ Some years later, Mannyng was in residence at the Gilbertine house at Sixhills. It was there that he was asked to translate the Anglo-French Chronicle of England, a task he completed in 1338.​[367]​ Both of his works should clearly be considered adaptations rather than translations, as he diverged quite considerably from his Anglo-French sources.​[368]​
	Handlyng synne is in octosyllabic iambic couplets, consisting of 12,628 lines within six major divisions: a prologue, the Ten Commandments, the seven deadly sins, sacrilege, the seven sacraments, and a section on shrift. The section on the seven deadly sins is by far the longest, accounting for 5595 lines. Handlyng synne has long been appreciated for the wealth of exemplary narratives interspersed throughout. Indeed, the exempla comprise roughly half of the treatise.​[369]​ It survives in nine manuscripts, only three of which are complete.​[370]​ Two of them at most date to before 1400. The survivals are overwhelmingly fifteenth-century and in a diversity of dialects, indicating that the handbook achieved greater popularity than the few surviving manuscripts would suggest. Some scholars have posited that the scarcity of extant manuscripts points to them being overused and eventually discarded.​[371]​ Others have suggested that the loss was due to the destruction wreaked on such religious treatises by the Reformation.​[372]​ In any case, there is ample evidence that Handlyng synne was relatively popular in its day, and its contents continued to be borrowed from well into the fifteenth century. Peter Idley used the text as his main source in the fifteenth-century Instructions to his son.​[373]​
Nieuwe doctrinael or Spieghel van sonden​[374]​
	The author calls himself Jan de Weert, sometimes with the expansion van Ypere (Ypres or Iepers in modern Belgium) and he notes his occupation as clerc in surgyen. We have scanty evidence of Jan de Weert himself, including precisely when he lived and wrote. Jan mentions the death of Jacob van Maerlant (c. 1300), which indicates that he was not writing before the fourteenth century. The Nieuwe doctrinael itself survives in two fifteenth-century manuscripts.​[375]​ The editor of this treatise, J.H. Jacobs, posits that Jan was working in the early fourteenth century, but others have suggested the middle of that century.​[376]​ It is very likely that Jan lived and worked in Ypres. There are several records of the family name de Weert – and even several men named Jan de Weert – in archival material from the city in the fourteenth century.​[377]​ Within the text of the Nieuwe doctrinael Jan mentions locations very near Ypres, which further attest to this being his location.​[378]​
	Although Jan de Weert states that he is working from a Latin text, his source is unknown.  The systematic organization of his treatise and his sporadic use of Latin to convey certain concepts does indicate that he was following a Latin exemplar, but determining precisely which one(s) in this hugely overcrowded field of texts has so far proven untenable.​[379]​ Jan explains in his introduction that he has divided his poem into three parts, with more than half (about 1500 verses) dedicated to the first of the three, on the seven deadly sins. The first and principal of these is pride – from which all the other sins spring – followed by avarice, envy, sloth, lust, gluttony and wrath. Jan makes this extensive division of sins and daughter sins, as he explains, so that people can learn to see their own sins and to always easily judge which are worse.​[380]​
The second part of the treatise deals with the Ten Commandments, and which sins are venial or deadly. The third covers contrition, confession and satisfaction.​[381]​ After this final section follows a passage about testaments, in which Jan praises the founding of chapels, hospitals and shrines, but notes that these are not satisfactory restitution for a life of sin. Then de Weert thanks God for having allowed him to write this treatise.​[382]​ The Nieuwe doctrinael survives in two manuscripts: one in Brussels and one in Leiden.​[383]​ The Brussels manuscript has 2669 lines to the 2886 of Leiden’s, but the editor of the critical edition has chosen to use the Brussels text as his base.​[384]​
Speculum vitae
	The Speculum vitae, an English verse translation of the Somme le roi, survives in more than 40 manuscripts.​[385]​ Although a few of the manuscripts attribute its authorship to either the hermit Richard Rolle or William of Nassyngton, the former attribution has long been proven untenable while the latter raises its own doubts.​[386]​ A poem of around 16,000 lines of didactic verse, it was probably written in the third quarter of the fourteenth century in northern England. While the original author was most likely based in Yorkshire and many of the later copies came from this region, several of the surviving manuscripts bear scribal dialects of Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Ely, Worcestershire, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Suffolk and Norfolk as well.​[387]​ It was the most widely disseminated and popular of all the Middle English versions of the Somme, as well as the only to be composed in verse.​[388]​ Medieval ownership of the manuscripts seems to have included monasteries and nunneries, university masters, a manorial court, parish priests, and a monk of Westminster as well as several members of the aristocracy and other private lay owners, including women.​[389]​
	The Speculum vitae reorganizes and elaborates its French source, by centering the entire treatise around a discussion of the basic Pater Noster prayer, which is analyzed twice in two different manners that taken together manage to incorporate all the obligations of Christian education and observance.​[390]​ After a long prologue, the author of the Speculum vitae begins with the Somme le roi’s fifth tract on the exposition of the Pater Noster and eventually subsumes the Ten Commandments and Creed within the discussion of the prayer. The exposition of the seven deadly sins in the Speculum vitae could be considered as proportionally lengthy as that of its French exemplar, but in this English rendering the sins are fully integrated into a systematic treatment subsumed under gifts and matched with their opposing virtues. The virtues are expounded after the sins, accentuating this opposition.​[391]​
Spieghel der sonden
	The Spieghel der sonden is a late fourteenth-century didactic treatise about the seven deadly sins based closely on the Summa vitiorum of Peraldus.​[392]​ It is truly a ‘Mirror of sins’ as no virtues are represented, unless subsumed under one of the vices. Two versions of the Spieghel exist, an earlier version in verse and a later, slightly shorter prose rendition. The anonymous poet of the former was probably working in the late fourteenth century.​[393]​ The prose version – a reworking of the fourteenth-century verse translation – was written by the Nijmegen canon Jan Neve in 1434-1436 and is extant in only one manuscript.​[394]​ This later rendition was written in the midst of the cloister and seems to have been primarily, if not solely intended for Neve’s fellow brothers.​[395]​ The earlier, verse Spieghel der sonden, on the other hand, gives clear indications that it was composed for the laity – those who would not be schooled in the Latin of its exemplar. As Orlanda Lie has found, the author of the Spieghel der sonden makes several references throughout the text that he is addressing a lay audience.​[396]​ Under the section on avarice (giericheit), the author specifies that he is teaching the laity, as the learned could look up anything they need to know in the Latin.​[397]​ The author repeats the identification of a lay audience once again in the same chapter, emphasizing even more strongly that the learned should already know this information.​[398]​ 
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